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AT RICHMOND 
Record No. 2379 
JOE MALOUF 
vs. 
CITY OF ROANOKE 
PETITION 
To the Honorable Justices of the Supreme Court of Appeals of 
Virginia: 
Your petitioner, Joe Malouf. would respectfully show 
unto your Honors that he is aggrieved by a certain final judg-
ment entered by the Hastings Court of the City of Roanoke. 
Virginia, on the 2nd day of May, 1 940, wherein adjudged that 
he pay a fine in the sum of $ 1 00.00 and be confined in jail for 
a pc nod of 3 o days. A duly certified transcript of the record 
is filed with this petition. 
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ST A TEMENT OF FACTS 
On the 25th day of September, 1939, your petitioner was 
tried in the Civil and Police Court for the City of Roanoke, 
Virginia, on a warrant which charged him with having 
2 * kept and * exh:bited certain baseball pool and tip board 
tickets for the purpose of a lottery contrary to law. 
Simply stated, the charge was that petitioner was operating a 
lottery in violation of Section 4693 of the Code of Virginia. 
We make the foregoing statement for the reason that it is 
our posit:on that this case must be tried on the r~cord as certi-
fied by the Civil and Police Justice of the City of Roanoke. 
The warrant and judgment of the Civil and Police Justice will 
be found on pages 1 o and 1 1 of the Record. 
From the judgment cf the Civil and Police Justice an ap-
peal was duly taken to the Hustings Court for the City of Roa-
noke, Virginia. This appeal came on to be heard in the Hust-
ings Court on the 6th day of October. 1939. After the jury 
had been selected and impaneled to try the appeal, a motion 
was made to dismiss the warrant against your petitioner, which 
motion the court sustained and directed a dismissal of the war-
rant and a discharge of the petitioner from custody. The pro-
ceedings had in the Hustings Court of the 6th day of October. 
1939, will be found on pages 46 to 49 inclusive of the Record. 
After the dismissal of the warrant against your petit:or:c, 
and after petitioner and his ccunsel had left the court house. 
the court, without the knowledge or consent of petitioner or 
his counsel. entered an order remanding the warrant to the Civil 
and Police Court for further, or any proceedings of which said 
Police Justice may be advised. The warrant after its dis-
missal was then by order of the Hustings Court re~ 
3 * manded to the Civil * and Police Justice Court. Rec-
ord Page 12. 
Sometime after the 20th day of October, 1939, the Civil 
and Police Justice prepared another warrant which charged 
petitioner with having kept and exhibited certain baseball pool 
or tip board tickets for the purpose of lottery contrary to the 
Roanoke City Ordinance. The warrant issued was for the 
identical offense involved in the warrant which had been dis-
.missed by the Hustings Court on the 6th day of October, 1 ~)39. 
This warrant will be found on pages 3 and 4 of the Record. 
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The i~suance of this warrant was without the knowledge or 
consent of petitioner or his counsel. No trial was accorded 
your petitioner on this warrant in the Civil and Police Justice 
Court. Con'"equently no appeal was taken from the judgment 
cn'.·ered on the warrant so issued. Without the knowledge or 
com:ent of petitioner or his counsel the warrant was prepared 
and an appeal certified to the Hustings Court. This appeal 
c.1me on to be heard at the November term 1939. To the 
c!1arge embraced in the warrant a plea of former jeopardy was 
filed. Likewise a motion was made to dismiss the appeal on 
t!1e ground that tbe Civil and Police Justice Court had no juris-
diction to issue the warrant. Likewise, motion was made to 
dismiss on the ground that the judgment was void: that pe-
t;~ioncr had no trial on the warrant and no appeal had been 
tziken from the judgment of the Civil and Police Justice. 
The var:ous mot:ons made by your petitioner were over-
r.1:cd by (1e Hustings Court. Petitioner offered no evidence. 
•'· A ., • 
.... 
Tr.e c.:mrt proceeded to try the case over the objections 
and ,:'exceptions of petitioner. No evidence was of-
feed by petitioner for the reason that he felt that he 
~:·c1U not in any way padcipate and thereby waive any of 
h · s r :g:1ts in the proceedings had by the court on a warrant is-
sued without his knowledge or consent, and without a hearing 
having been granted him by the Civil and Police Justice and 
c :1 w~1ich no appeal had been taken. 
• Tbc re:ord abounds with evidence which seeks to im-
FJCh the record of the Civil and Police Justice Court as made 
by the warrant and endorsement of the judgment thereon. 
Tile Trial Judge wrOLe an opinion 25· page.i in length. See 
page:; 9 5 to 1 1 9 of the Record. The opinion is based entirely 
upon th{; faL.e premi~es tint evidence was admissible to impeach 
the solmen record made by the Trial Justice. 
ASSIGNMENT OF ERROR 
The Court should have dismissed the warrant in this case 
and discharged your petitioner from custody for the reason: 
I. 
Petitioner's pk.J cf ~~cr!:.c:· ~c0p:irdy should have been sus-
tained. 
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II 
The Civil and Police Justice was without jurisdiction to 
issue a second warrant in this case. and without the knowledge 
or coment of petitioner enter a judgment on such war-
5 * * rant and direct an appeal. 
III 
The Civil and Police Court had no jurisdiction once an 
appeal had been granted to the charge embraced in the first 
warrant and said appeal transmitted to the Hustings Court, to 
again reopen the case and issue another warrant. 
IV 
The Hustings Court was without jurisdiction to remand the 
first appeal to the Civil and Police Justice Court for further 
proceedings, for the reason that such Civil and Police Justice 
Court had no further jurisdiction in the matter. 
V 
The Issuing Justice of the City of Roanoke was without 
authority or jurisdiction to issue the second warrant and to 
render judgmen~ thereon, for the reason that the record. con-
clusively shows that the Civil and Police Justice was able to act 
in the matter en the day the second warrant was prepared. 
judgment rendered thereon and an appeal granted. 
ARGUMENT 
On the 6th of October. 193 9. when the appeal granted 
on the first warrant issued was heard in the Hustings Court. it 
was the duty of the Hustings Court to have tried the appeal as 
certified by the Civil and Police Court. The warrant that was 
before the Hustings Court at that time. the endorsement of the 
judgment thereon and the appeal bond constituted the entire 
record and the only record of the trial in the Civil and 
6* Police * Justice Court. See Peak V. Commonwealth. 
171 Va. 535. 199 S. E. 475. Virginia Code 1936. Sec-
tion 3 106 and Section 4989. 
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The Hustings Court was informed by the Attorney for 
the Commonwealth that the warrant charged a violation of 
Code Section 46 9 3. The Trial Court proceeded to inquire 
of the Commonwealth's Attorney why it was that the warrant 
charged a violation of the State law and not a City Ordinance. 
See page 47 and 48 of the Record. The Court should have 
tried the charge as certified by the Civil and Police Court in~ 
stead of demanding that other records be obtained from the 
Civil and Police Justice Court. After being informed by the 
Attorney for the Commonwealth that the warrant charged a 
violation- of' the· State law, instead of a City Ordinance, the 
court then proceeded to examine the jury on a voir dire and 
the jury was selected and impaneled to try petitioner. After 
this was done the court asked counsel for the defendant if 
they had any motions to make, and counsel moved that the 
charges be dismissed and that the warrant be dismissed and pe-
titioner discharged from custody. The court then proceeded 
to dismiss the warrant, and after petitioner and his counsel 
bad left the court room, without their knowledge, proceeded 
to order a remand of the warrant to the Civil and Police Justice 
Court. 
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It was c!early the duty of the trial court on October 6, 
193 9. to try petitioner on the record before. it. The court of 
its own motion had no right to inquire if the record was cor-
rect or not. The only record before the court was the war-
rant, judgment and appeal bond certified to by the Civil 
7* and Police Jutice *Court. The Trial Court had no 
right to seek to impeach that record and to inquire why 
it charged a violation of a State law instead of a City Ordi-
nance. No contention was made by the defendant that the 
warrant had been changed in any respect after its certification 
by the Civil and Police Justice. The jurisdiction of the Civil 
and Police Justice was forever lost after an appeal was granted 
to the judgment contained in the warrant, and the Trial Court 
was without jurisdiction to remand the warrant to the Civil 
and Police Justice Court for further proceedings. 
In the recent case of Peak v. Commonwealth, supra .. 
Justice Spratley said: 
· 'There is .no evidence in the record to show that the 
police justice made a clerical error in using the word 
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'dismissed' in his judgment instead of the word 'con-
victed'. Even though he made such error, he could 
not have corrected it after his judgment became final, 
or after it wa.s certified to the corporation court. Nor 
could the corporation court substitute the word 'con-
victed' for the word 'dismissed' upon the transfer to 
that court.'' 
In the cast at Bar, the Civil and Police Justice Court on 
the 26th day of September, 1939. certified. to the Hustings 
Court that he convicted the defendant of the operation of a 
lottery in violation of Code Section 4693, and from his judg-
ment an appeal was taken. This warrant and judgment the 
Hustings Court on the 6th day of October, 193 9, saw fit to 
dismiss. Petitioner had been placed in jeopardy and convicted 
according to the record of the Civil and Police Justice 
8 * Court. If the Civil and Police * Justice was in error 
in certifying to the Hustings Court that he had con-
victed the defendant for operation of a lottery in violation of 
Section 4693 of the Code, such error could not have been cor-
rected for the reason that his judgment had become final. Once 
an appeal had been granted and it was certified to the Hustings 
Court, the Civil arid Police Justice had no further jurisdiction 
of the charge against petitioner. His judgment was final and 
could not be corrected. We most respectfully submit that the 
decision in the Peak case, supra, is conclusive of the issue in-
volved in the case at Bar. 
In addition to the Peak case, we desire to call the Court's 
attention to Read v. Commonwealth, 24 Gratt, page 61 8, 
wherein it was held that: 
"When a pearson is tried by a justice of the peace 
.for a petit larceny, and convicted. he has an absolute 
right of appeal to the County court; and in that court 
the cause is to be heard de novo upon the evidence; and 
the accused is entitled to be tried by a jury as in like 
cases originating in that court." 
"In such case it is error in the County court to re-
verse the judgment of the justice and remand the case 
to the justice to be tried by him; and any. subsequent 
trial of the case by the justice is null and void.'' 
In the case of Ex parte Smith. 124 Va. 791, 98 S. E. 10. 
our Court held: 
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"After expiration of the day on which pet1t1oner 
was ordered committed as a delinquent child, the police 
justice no longer had jurisdiction of the case for any 
purpose except the entry of an allowance of an appeal 
at any time within Io days, as allowed by Acts 1914, c. 
350, Sec. 8, and Code 1904, Sec. 4107, and a subse-
9 * quently entered order, purporting to *discharge peti-
tioner from custody, is ultra vires and void." 
And again in Seay v. Commonwealth, 156 S. E. 575, 
Chief Justice Campbell in speaking for the court said: 
"The main contention of the accused is that, until 
the appeal is placed upon the court docket by the clerk 
thereof. the trial justice has absolute dominion over the 
proceeding, and may, with the satisfaction of the judg-
ment by the accused. dismiss the same. This conten-
tion is not well founded. Under our system of crim-
inal jurisprudence, a justice of the peace is clothed with 
such powers only as are conferred upon him by stat-
ute. Tbere is no s:atutory provision providing for a 
new trial to be had before a justice of the peace in a 
criminal case, nor is there any warrant of law author-
izing him to hold in abeyance the judgment of convic-
tion When judgment of conviction has been pro-
nounced, the only prerogative a justice of the peace can 
lawfully exercise is to admit the accused to bail. if ap-
plied for immediately, or grant bail, if subsequently ap-
plied for within ten days, or carry into execution the 
judgment. A magistrate's court is not a court of rec-
ord. hence the mandatory provision of the statute that 
all papers shall be forthwith returned and filed with 
the clerk of the court vested with concurrent jurisdic-
tion. When this act has been performed by the justice 
of the peace, his jurisidiction is at an end, and any fur-
ther act committed in connection with the judgment is 
ultra vires and void. Ex parte Hazel Smith, 1 24 Va. 
791, 98 S. E. 1 o. The appeal is then perfected, and 
it is the duty of the clerk, pursuant to section 6244, to 
docket the case.·· 
Petitioner's plea of former jeopardy should therefore have 
bc.:en sustained. A final judgment rendered on the 26th day 
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of September, l 939, by the Civil and Police Justice of the City 
of Roanoke conclusively shows that petitioner was convicted 
of the operation of a lottery in violation of a State law and 
the same ·lottery for which he was subsequently· tried 
10* and convicted *in November 1939 in the Hustings 
Court for the City of Roanoke, Virginia, the only 
difference being that such subsequent conviction was for the 
violation of a City Ordinance instead of a State law. The plea 
of former jeopardy will be found on pages 5, 6 and 7 of the 
Record, and· is supported by the testimony of Mastin Moor-
man, Clerk of the Civil and Police Justice Court, pages 9 to 20 
of the Record, the testimony of S. S. Brooke, Clerk of the 
Hustings Court for the City of Roanoke, Virginia, page 41 to 
45 inclusive of the Record: The judgment of the Civil and 
Police Justice rendered on the 26th day of September, r 939. 
was final when the appeal was allowed and certified to the 
Hustings Court. If the Police Justice made a mistake, he could 
not thereafter correct it. Petitioner was therefore convicted of 
the violation of the State law and under the plain provisions of 
Code Section 4775. he could not thereafter be convicted of the 
violation of a City Ordinance involving the same act. Code 
Section 4775. in part provides: 
"If the same act be a violation of two or more 
statutes. or of two or more municipal ordinances, con-
viction under one shall be a bar to a prosecution or 
proceeding under the other or others." 
Both warrants involved in this case were issued by the 
Issuing Justice of the City of Roanoke. At the time of the 
issuance of the first warrant and judgment rendered thereon. 
the Civil and Police Justice was absent from the city and the 
warrant was issued and judgment rendered by the Issuing 
Justice. The record conclusively shows that in Oc-
11 * tober, 1939, the Civil *and Police Justice was present 
and able to act on the day the second warrant was is-
sued and judgment rendered thereon by the Issuing Justice. 
See testimony of Judge Birchfield, Record page 39, and testi-
mony of Judge Austin, Record page 34. 
The Issuing Justice had no power to issue the second war-
rant and render pudgment thereon unless the Civil and Police 
Judge was unable to act. The jurisdiction of the Issuing 
Justice to perform any act required to be performed by the Civil 
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and Police Justice is limited by the Charter of the City of 
Roanoke. See Act of Assembly 1936, page 3 5 2, which in part 
provides: 
"He shall keep his office and court at such places as 
may be prescribed by council, which shall be kept open 
for the transaction of business every day in the year 
except Sundays and legal holidays, and if from any 
cause he is unable to act, the issuing justice, or if an 
assistant civil and police justice has been elected, said 
assistant civil and police justice, shall discharge the 
duties of the civil and police justice prescribed herein 
during such inability." 
The Hustings Court, after the dismissal of th~ first warrant 
remanded the w·arrant back to the Civil and Police Justice 
Court for such further proceedings as such Civil and Police 
Justice may be advised. It thereupon became the duty of the 
Civil and Police Justice to take such proceedings as he deemed 
necessary unless he was unable to act. During the entire 
month of October, 193 9, the record shows that Judge Birch-
field was present and was able to act. The Issuing Justice pro-
ceeded to usurp the powers of the Civil and Police 
Justice * and to issue the second warrant and render 
judgment thereon. Under the statute such issuing justice 
was without jurisdiction to take any proceeding if the Civil 
and Police Justice was able to perform the duties of his office. 
Not only did the Issuing Justice usurp the powers of the Civil 
and Police Justice, but he likewise proceeded to issue a warrant 
on or about the 20th day of October 1939, and to date that 
warrant as of the 26th day of September 193 9, and to enter a 
judgment on the warrant without granting petitioner a trial, 
and to direct an appeal from his judgment without an appeal 
having been taken by petitioner. Certainly such Issuing 
Justice was without jurisdiction to take the law in his own 
hands and regardless of the rights of a citizen of this state, issue 
a warrant the latter part of October in which he certifies that 
he tried a citizen in September and rendered judgment at that 
time for the offense charged in the warrant. We most earnest-
I y submit that the rights and liberties of citizens of this state 
are not to be handled in such a highhanded manner. 
In conclusion, we therefore respectfully submit, that the 
judgment of the H usting; Court should be reviewed, reversed 
l ; 
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and final judgme~t en~ered. in t.his court discharging petitioner 
.from cus.tody aiid furtber p~~s~ctitio'h. · · Under the decisions of 
this Honorable Court, we most earnestly submit that the ·pro-
: ceedings on. the second warrant issued are null and void. 
Counse1 for petitioner· respectfully state that' they, desire to 
' . orilly .present their reasons for reviewing the decision 
: 13 *' · ;··*he.rei~ ~o~·piain~d 'of.." · · 
Counsel for - petitioner, hereby ~ertify that on the 
· 29th day of August!- 1940, they delivered tq_ ·the Common-
, wealth's, Attqrney for the City· of Roanoke a .true and correct 
copy of this petitio~.·· · · · · 
Notic.e is f~rther given that this petition will be filed with 
the Honorabl~ He~bert. If Gregort. -Justic'e :of the'. Supreme 
Court. 'of Appeal~ ~f ·the" Sta.te o·f Virginia· 'at Roanoke, Vir-
ginia · · · · · · · '; ~ ·. 1 
• . • •,; ! ·• ', r ·. 'J . } . . • . ' . , 
l ·. Noijte ;is further -given that if the writ p£ error· and super-
sedeas_ herein p(~yed .f~·r is a-,v_atqed, p~titioner will 'rely upon 
this.: pe_titidn :for his opening~'. brief in this · col:lrt. · 
:_r. i \ Res~ectf~ll;:~~~b~iifed,· :i 1 ! 
JOE MALOUF, 
;_.·,1_r·: ! ) : • . l 
. ,['. : ...... . ) ( . ' . :·':syj T. w. :MESSICIC, . 
~ : ., , : · · · ·_ -· · Coririsel. 
• '· • . I : ·: 
WALTJ:Rr.H. _SCOTT 
T. w. MJ;:SSIC~ , r; 
C.o«osg, fori_-J?et{tio_ner .. , ) 
I 
CERTIFICATE 
'.' I ( .: 
.i ., I 
- yt e,r ·Walter H.- Scott and T .. W'. Messick, Attorneys pr~c-
ticing iri ~he Su·preme Court: "Of Appeals of Virginia, do certify 
that t~ere :is error in~ the judgment of .th~ .Hustings Court for 
the :City- of~ Roanoke, Virginia, pronounced o'n_the. 2nd day. of 
May, 1946, herein·complained·Jof and that the same should·be 
reviewed and -reversed. 
(' I• •. " j .... ,- ' - • , - • • 
·· Giv~n u·ndei. our hand~ ~h1s_ 29~h:day .. of August: 1940. 
WALTER H. SCOTT 
L. _T. W. Mi;s~~~K 
\ 
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page 2] 
VIRGINIA: 
Pleas before the Honorable J. L. Almond, Jr., Judge of 
the Hustings Court for the City of Roanoke, Virginia, on the 
Second day of May, One Thousand Nine Hundred and Forty. 
(A.D. I 940). 
CITY OF ROANOKE. 
vs. 
JOE MALOUF. 
Be it remembered that heretofore, to-wit: on the 26th day 
of September, I 939: upon the information and complaibt 
made by E. R. Sowder, R. M. Harris and J.E. Lemon, a crim-
inal warrant was issued by the Civil and Police Justice of the-
said City of Roanoke, for the arrest of the defendant, Joe 
Malouf, charging him with Keeping and exhibiting and being 
concerned in the keeping and exhibiting certain baseball pool 
and tip-board tickets for the purpose of a lottery. contrary to 
City Ordinance. Upon which warrant the defendant, Joe 
Malouf, was arrested, tried and convicted, and afterwards, to-
wit: on the ... day of September 1939, said defendant noted 
an appeal from the said conviction, to the Hustings Court. 
which warrant is in the words and figgures following to-wit: 
CRIMINAL WARRANT 
page 3] ST A TE OF VIRGINIA 
CITY OF ROANOKE 
To-Wit: To all or any of the Police Officers of said 
City: 
WHEREAS E. R. Sowder, R. M. Harris, J.E. Lemon has 
this day made complaint and information on oath, before me. 
the undersigned Civil and Police Justice of said City, that Joe 
Malauf (white) on or about the 24th day of September 1939 
at said city, did unlawfully keep and exhibit and be concerned 
in the keeping and exhibiting certain baseball pool and tip 
board tickets for the purpose of a lottery, contrary to City 
Ordinance. 
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-- These are, therefore, in the name of the Commonwealth 
of ·yirginia, to command you forthwith to apprehend and 
briJ:i:g before me, the said Civil and Police Justice of said city. 
the _body of the said Joe Malauf to answer said complaint and 
be further dealt with according to law . 
. And, moreover. upon the arrest of the said ......... . 
by virtue of this Warrant. I command you in the name of the 
Commonwealth of Virginia to summon . . . . . . . . . . . . . . to 
appear at the Police Court as witness, to testify in behalf of 
the Commnowealth of Virginia, against the said ......... . 
and have then and there this Warrant, with your return there-
on. 
Given under my hand and seal this 26th day of Septembei 
1939. 
W. J. Austin, Act. Civil ·and P.J. (Seal) 
page 4] 
To within named Joe Malauf ( white) was brought 
before me this 25 day of September 1939, and on the evidence 
of E. R. Sowder, R. M. Harris and J. E. Lemon he is found 
guilty of keeping and exhibiting and being concerned in the 
operation of a baseball poo.l or baseball ·lottery as charged in 
the within warrant and I do adjudge that he be confined in 
the jail of the City of Roanoke for 3 o days and pay a fine of 
$Joo.oo and $0. 50 cost. 
I have sent . . . . . . . . . on for further action of the 
Grand Jury of the Hustings Court of .the City of Roanoke and 
have recognized the above named witnesses in the sum of 
$ each to appear at 1 o o'clock A.M. at the Courthouse 
of said city on the first day of the next Grand Jury term. 
W. J. Austin, C.&P.J. 
Act. 
page 5] PLEA OF FORMER JEOPARDY 
AND AUTREFOIS ACQUIT 
And the said Joe Malouf in his own proper person, comes 
into ·court here, and having heard the charge against him read, 
says, that the City of Roanoke ought not further to prosecute 
the said charge against him. the said Joe Malouf, because he 
says that heretofore, to-wit: in .the Civil and Police Justice 
Court for Roanoke City. Virginia, held by W. J. Austin .. As-
' . •• • : . . • . - . • , . • r 
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r;j~~_ant. Jrialr.Justice. or, qv'il ')a.nd ·l?olic·e~ Justic-e, pursuant to 
the._provision~ ·Of:th¢ charter 6f 'fhi Gity of Roanoke as last 
:amended, he~ was. c~'~rg~4 ~it.h ·yi9\ating Paragraph 68, Sec~ 
tion 8, o} ·the. City Ord i11ances,. anq on' hi~ . ~tial . Ort · S·eptein her 
25th, 1939. he was not·co·nvicted··6f·the- City- cbarg..e as ·wm 
apP..ear from Hie··original judgm_ent -0f .w. J. Austin,! ;hen act-
'Irig Trfal · Justice ·fOT Ro'anoke- Gity, Virginiar, in,.as Jn,µ,cp.as np 
'judg~ent was ever entered .. aga-inst. him· for t1iei QtY.~ offens~. 
'Th~t' BJ appealed·· whatever ·action -the. Trial Just.ke. ~tte~1pte_d 
to t.ake, and lk onrthe· 251:h day. 0-f Sept~mb~r, . .I 939: .. ~PP~~led 
tlif entire elecisf0'n of the~actin_g,, Trial Justice- OJ_ C.~vil a~d Police 
Justice for Roanoke City, Virginia, arid°' furnished bond for in 
--appeal. ·· · _ . . , . . . > · ., __ 
That thereafter, and witho~t nis· knowledge ·or cpnsent and . · 
~ be.fore ~he ~~se ~~s... call~d fQr trial in the Hustings Coµrt fpr 
Roanoke Ctty, Virgin{i, the1 chatge· tagaH1st him was changed to 
·-violating .the St~te law and Ta w~rrant was written uv afwr the 
, ·=·· 2sthr gay_ of_ Sep~embe~ ~- qH9,". charging him with 
· page 6i ·violation of ,th~'stat,e 1q~tery law,·-all ,of,which ap-
. ·. , · · ,. pear& f_r9~ .the recor.d~ ~ ~I! the office of trie Civil a1,1d 
! -Police Jnstic~ o,r . .Tiial Justi~·e for Roanoh City, Virginia;· that 
wherr the appeal came o_~ to ,be -h~ar:.d _on the 6th daiy -of October 
·; 11)39~. co1i1nsetfo.r,.fhis ~~(enqant maved~·tO" dismiss ~.J.:ie. crse 
against the u'nde'rsigncd 6ecause "of the-- changed· ·wa-rrant. apd 
.th~ court dismissed said appeal. Thatt:therea'fl:er, r-·the, court 
~.- renian·aecr the· tase "'of. ·Commonwealth VS. Joe Malouf to the 
_· Civil' and 'Police· J'usti'ce: tlJ-a:t ,no Q,t.per .. t-ric\i ·:was eve( qad: that 
· tn~'aef!naatit was•never! presfrnt,/but.''o.n the, ·2\~1· day· "of <De-
'.; 'idbei, 'I 939·, ·or lsometim¢ subsequent. ther~to. _W. ·J. Austin. 
who ·was not lHen a··Civil. aJlcJ ~olic~ ·Ju~tF:e becciuse .the Civil 
and J?olice Jµstife was not then abs~iii. proceeded t(:)' a-ct without 
any autho~ity in law ·~hatsoever, and to issue against this de-
fendifrif "a warrant under date of September 26, 1939, charging 
him with the violation of the City Gambling Ordinance on the 
2 4 th day of Septeniher i"~i39; anct did wr-ite up th~ judgment 
. ,. --~J?On said volH Warrant linding tpis ddend~nt guilty of-violat· 
'., :in·g · flie City Ordinance- against ..gam bling.1 • Tha.t. at ,said time 
lhe·said W. J. ·Austin had no jurisdiction.' of the trtatter what-
sbever ,.and· neither ·did rthe .Civ.il and J?9licJ· Justice or Trial 
. ., ~histice ,fdt ~o~noke Cityi Virgi~ia, ~e,caq.~e ~{\hi:. i:irior appeal 
to the l.-fustings Court· for the City of Roanbke,' Virginia, I and 
-. · · that--there:after, ~nd. :witho~t any opportunity whatsoever: for 
this defendant to be heard. 'an ap'pea"l was··noted·~nd··sent up 
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to the Hustings_ Court as the .case of the City of Roanoke vs. 
;- · . , .- Jqe_ Maloµ(. representing t~r;i_t he had be-e'n found 
page '7 f griiltf of the· offense ·for ·which ·hd:had actually been 
acquitted on the 25th day of September, 1·939. That 
the judgment of acquittal of September 24th, still ,{e~~ins )·fl 
full force and effect, ·and--this -defen_dant,. J;oei M~louf.,ave.rs a'rid 
in fact says that he, the said Joe Malouf, proceeded against and 
~ acquitted ii}. the .Civil and Police Justice or Triar-:Jusfice Coµit 
for Roanoke City, Vtrg~nii as; aforesaid[ are one ·and the same 
person a!ld no~ an~the~ and diff:rent person, an~}~t ~e111].is-
< demeanor for .which .lie, the ;saHL Joe M-alouf was proceeaed 
against and acquitted, and the charge upon which .the und~r-
signed Joe Malouf is now called upon to stand~ trial, are one 
and the SJme and not different offenses, and this. the said Joe 
Malouf is ready to vetlfy.: ·. ,,,._ ·~ · 
WHEREFORE, the said defendant prays judgment that 
he may be djsmissed and discharged by the court- herein from 
the premises in the present charge specified. 
Joe Malouf. the; defen<lal)t named in the foregoing plea, 
after having been duly swc,rn upon his oath, says that the facts 
and allegations th'eieiri contained, are true, except so far as they 
are therein stated to be upon information, and .. tl'1-at so. far __ as 
1 · they: ;ire,_ 'therein . sq1.~~d. i.W I:e ·'! pf?n information, he believes 
them ~o be true. . .r • . . • • i 
N. D~JMALOUF,' ) . ' 
·Affiant:r ! ; , ..r 
"1aken~- suliscPibed.iahd sw<;!>'rri. to b.do_re me.,.in the City, of 
1,oanoke and State of Virginia, · this the 9th ~~y o( ·N9vemper 
I 9 3 9 · ~ n. · · : · !. · : I; . ,; ·.-'. 
WALTER H. SCOTT.: ~ 
•· ~ · - · Comm.issiqn~r. in :chancJry. 
, • - ~ . ~ ; ~ : r.". . . . '- - ' : : . ; . \ l , I 
Endorsement ;fo.upcl, on,.J?ack: Fµed · by leave ·c;>'f Co~rt: 
J.L.A.J. 11-9-39. - .. .. . ., 
r;: .. . 1 
'• r 
page 8) r oRiG.INAi~- .TRANSCRIPT. OF 
EVIDENCE: -~ . r; rl 
r -I,,_ 
... Br K,ir:. ·s~oci ;- · . ·.· ~ . - .. 
L... . .... I h.~~~ -~--p~~-a. to be filed, ~~~~ ~~n~_r .. ~ 
- . '" \ .,; •• •• I 
Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia 
(Papers are here handed to the Court and filed, the 
same being a Plea of former Jeopardy and Autrefois 
Acquit). 
By the Court: 
Do you want to take evidence on this? 
By Mr. Scott: 
Yes, sir, we want to take evidence on the Plea. 
By the Court: 
How long will it take? If it takes too long, I want to 
take up something else. 
By Mr. Scott_: 
I don't think it will take very long. 
By the Court: 
All right. 
IN CHAMBERS 
( In absence of the jury) 
B"y the Court: 
Let's move with as much ·expedition as possible. I don't 
want to kill any time. 
By Mr. Scott: 
It is possible that the Common wealth might concede cer-
tain facts and save the taking of a lot of evidence. 
By Mr. Smith: 
What do you want us to do? 
By Mr. Scott: 
Will you concede that case was up here before; that the 
warrant originally issued has had substituted for it another 
warrant. not written until after the 2 ~ rd of October? 
By Mr. Smith: 
page 9] The Court has judicial notice of that,-of what 
happened. 
By Mr. Scott: 
It has happened since and was a different warrant, writ-
ten since October 23rd, and was since written and substituted 
in the papers since the other warrant was issued. You will 
r f 
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admit the former orders, I assume. If you will do that, we 
will save some time. 
By Mr. Smith: 
The Court will take judicial notice of that. 
By Mr. Scott: 
Then we will have to send for Judge Austin and Mastin 
Moorman. 
MASTIN MOORMAN - Sworn for the Defendant 
DIRECT EXAMINATION 
By Mr. Scott: 
Q. Mr. Moorman. you are Mr. Mastin Moorman, Clerk 
of the Civil and Police Justice Court or the Trial Justice Court 
for the City of Roanoke, Virginia, are you? 
A. ):'es, sir. 
Q. Mr. Moorman, I hand you herewith, or rather you 
have handed to me, a copy of a Court order in what purports 
to be a criminal warrant, under date of September 28th, I 939, 
with "Conviction" written on the back thereof. I will ask 
you where these papers came from and where they have been 
and where they are now? 
A. These are papers I have had in the files 
page 10] since the case was sent back to the Civil and Police 
Court. I have had them in the files of our office 
since that time. 
Q. Is that the warrant - the original warrant - which 
was issued between the time Mr. Malouf was tried in the Police 
Court and the time the case was appealed upstairs? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Mr. Moorman, will you tell us on what charge Mr. 
Malauf was tried in the Police Court on the 25th day of Sep-
tember? I will withdraw that question. Mr. Moorman, 
will you please introduce this warrant as Exhibit No. 1 with 
your testimony? 
A. Yes, sir. 
( Said paper. so introduced m evidence, 1s marked as 
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"Exhibit No. 1," and is in the following words and 
figures. to-wit) : 
"CRIMINAL WARRANT. 
ST ATE OF VIRGINIA 
CITY OF ROANOKE 
To-wit: To all or any of the Police Officers of 
said City: 
"WHEREAS, E. R. Sowder, R. M. Harris, J. E. Lemon 
has this day made complaint and information on oath, before 
me, the undersigned Civil and Police Justice of said city, that 
Joe Malauf (white) on or about the 24th day of Sept. 1939. 
at said city, did unlawfully keep and exhibit and be concerned 
in the keeping and exhibiting certain baseball pool and tip-
board tickets for the purpose of a lottery. contrary to law 
''These are, therefore, in the name of the Commonwealth 
of Virginia, to command you forthwith to apprehend and 
bring before me, the said Civil and Police Justice of- said city, 
the body of the said Joe Malauf to answer said complaint and 
be further dealt with according to law. 
"And. moreover, upon the arrest of the said 
page 1 1) ............. by virtue of this Warrant, I com-
mand you in the name of the Commonwealth of 
Virginia to summon . . . . . . . . . . . to appear at the Police 
Court, as witness. to testify in behalf of the Commonwealth of. 
of Virginia. against the said . . . . . . . . . . . and have · 
then and there this warrant. with your return thereon. 
"Given under my hand and seal this 26th day of Sept. 
1939. 
"W. J. Austine, Act. Civil 
and P. J. (SEAL)." 
(On the reverse side of said paper appears the follow-
ing) : 
"The within-named Joe Malauf ( white) was brought 
before me this 25th day of Sept. 1939, and on the evidence of 
E. R. Sowder, R. M. Harris, J. E. Lemon, he is found guilty 
of possession of gambling paraphernalia as charged in the with-
Joe Malouf vs. City of Roanoke 
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in warrant and I do adjudge that he be confined in the jail of 
the City of Roanoke for 30 days and pay a fine of $300.00 and 
$.50 cost. 
"W. J. Austin, Act. C. & P. J." 
By Mr. Scott: 
And also the Court order. 
Q. This other paper ( indicating) , is the Court order, 
under which these papers were remanded to your Court, is it? 
A. Yes, sir; a copy of the Court's order was sent to our 
office. 
(Said paper so filed, is marked as Exhibit No. 2, and is 
filed herewith, and is in the following words and fig-
ures. to-wit) : 
VIRGINIA: At a Hustings Court continued 
page 1 2] and held in and for the City of Roanoke, in the 
State of Virginia. at the Courthouse thereol on Fri-
day, the 6th day of October, I 939. 
COMMONWEAL TH OF VIRGINIA 
V. No. 16374. 
JOE MALAUF. 
"This day came the Attorney for the Commonwealth of 
Virginia and the defendant, Joe Malauf, came into Court in 
obedience to his recognizance and thereupon the defendant, by 
counsel. moved the Court to dismiss this appeal on the grounds 
that the judgment of the Police Justice is a void judgment. 
which motion the Court sustained and the appeal is hereby 
dismissed. 
· 'Thereupon. it appearing to the Court that the defend· 
ant, Joe Malauf. was tried and convicted in Police Court on a 
charge of Violating Section 8 of Chapter 68 of the City Ordi-
nances and noted an appeal from the judgment of said Court 
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.· and the appeal was sent up to the Hustings Court of the City 
of Roanoke, Virginia, on a Commonwealth warrant, and it 
further appearing to the Court that the Civil and Police Justice. 
has prior jurisdiction in the trial of misdemeaneors, it is there-
fore ordered that the warrant in this case be and the same is 
hereby remanded to said Civil and Police Justice for further or· 
any proceedings of which he may be advised in the premises. 
By Mr. Scott: 
"A copy. teste: R. J. Watson, Clerk. 
By S. S. Brooke, 
Deputy Clerk. 
Q. Mr. Moorman, since that case was remanded to your· 
Court, has another warrant been written for Ma-
page 1 3] lauf. and, if so, is this the warrant (indicating) -
the warrant in the case now before the Court? 
A. It has the same name in there. 
Q. Will you tell us when that warrant was written -
when it was sent upstairs on this appeal? 
By Mr. Smith: 
We object to that, because the record or the warrant shows 
the date. 
By Mr. Scott: 
The warrant does not show the date::, and I will vouch 
that it was not written on that date, and was not issued until 
after the 25th of October. 
By the Court: 
For the purpose of an appeal, he can make up his record. 
By Mr. Scott: 
Q. Do you know when that was written? 
A. I don't know the date. 
Q. Was it written before his first appeal was tried up-
stairs? 
By the Court: 
Everybody will admit that it was prepared after this went 
down. 
A. Yes, sir. 
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By Mr. Messick: 
2I 
It does not show. We want to show the circumstances 
under which it was prepared. 
By Mr. Scott: 
page 1 4] Q. Do you know when that warrant was 
substituted for the other warrant? 
A. I don't know the exact date. It was substituted 
since the papers came back downstairs. 
Q. Do you know how that appeal got back up here? 
A. It was brought along with this bunch of appeals (in-
dicating) -along with the other appeals. 
Q. Do you know who wrote the last warrant? 
By Mr. Smith: 
We object to that. 
By Mr. Scott: 
Q. Who issued the last warrant? 
A. It was signed by Judge Austin. 
Q. Do you recall the date that it was brought to your 
office? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Do you recall whether or not Judge Birchfield was 
sitting that day? 
A. The day this warrant was substituted? 
Q. Yes. sir. 
By Mr. Smith: 
He is building up an awful record on nothing. 
By the Court: 
They are paying for it. 
A. I think he was: I am not positive of that. 
By the Court: 
If he was, we just want it in the record. 
A. I think he was. 
By Mr. Scott: 
page 1 5] Q. Judge Birchfield was in the Court - con-
ducting his Court - the day Judge Austin issued 
this warrant? 
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A. So far as I know. The Judge has only been away 
one day since then. 
By the Court: 
There is no complaint about that at all. 
A. I don't know the date this warrant was made up, as 
a matter of fact. 
By Mr. Scott: 
May we substitute a copy of this warrant with his testi-
mony, for the purpose of identification? 
By the Court: 
Yes, sir. 
By Mr. Messick: 
And mark it Exhibit No. 3. 
By Mr. Scott: 
We will call this Exhibit No. 3. with your testirnon y. 
Q. Will you so introduce it? 
A. Yes, sir. 
( The above mentioned paper is filed herewith, that is, a 
copy thereof, marked as Exhibit No. 3, and is in the 
following words and figures, to-wit) : 
"CRIMINAL WARRANT. No. 16430. Exhibit No. 3. 
ST A TE OF VIRGINIA 
CITY OF ROANOKE To-Wit: To.all or any of the 
Police Officers of said City: 
''WHEREAS. E. R. Sowder, R. M. Harris, J. E. Lemon. 
has this day made complaint and information on oath, before 
me, the undersigned Civil and Police Justice of said 
page 161 city, that Joe Malauf (white), on or about the 24th 
day of Sept. 1939, at said city, did unlawfully keep 
and exhibit and be concerned in the keeping and exhibiting cer-
tain baseball pool and tip-board tickets for the purpose of a lot-
tery. contrary to city ordinance. 
"These are, therefore, in the name of the Commonwealth 
of Virginia, to command you forthwith to apprehend and 
bring before me, the said Civil and Police Justice of said city. 
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the body of the said Joe Malauf to answer said complaint and 
be further dealt with according to law. 
* * * * 
"Given under my hand and seal this 26th day of Sept. 
I 939, 
''W. J. Austin, Act. Civil and 
P. J. (Seal):· 
(On the reverse side of the said paper appears the fol-
lowing): 
"The within named Joe Malauf (white) was brought be-
fore me this 25th day of Sept., r 93 9, and on the evidence of 
E. R. Sowder, R. M. Harris, J. E. Lemon, he is found guilty 
of keeping and exhibiting and being concerned in the operation 
of a baseball pool or baseball lottery, as charged in the within 
warrant and I do adjudge that he be confined in the jail of 
the City of Roanoke for 30 days and pay a fine of $300.00 
and $.50 cost. 
::: * * * 
''W. J. Austin, Act. C.&P.J." 
By the Court: 
Do you want it for your files? 
By the Witness: 
This warrant was after the first came up here. 
By the Court: 
page 17] No; it is the 011-e you are trying him on today. 
By Mr. Scott: 
That is what we want to introduce. 
By the Court: 
It is already in the record. 
By Mr. Scott: 
This is the warrant referred to as the charge on which he 
is now called upon to answer. 
Q. From the time of that last warrant - the one he 
is called on this morning to answer - was written up, has Joe 
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Malauf ever been called upon to stand trial in your Court? 
A. Not to my knowledge. 
Q. In the Civil and Police Justice Court? 
A. No. sir. 
Q. Did anvone ever instruct you to send up an appeal 
~ from the last warrant? 
By Mr. Smith: 
We object to that, because it is going into the realm of 
speculation. 
By the Court: 
No, sir; the Court of Appeals may have this finally, and 
he can make up his record. 
A. Nothing more, Mr. Scott, than it was discussed. 
By Mr. Scott: 
Q. Did Mr. Malauf ask you to do it? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Did Mr. Malauf's counsel ask you to do it? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. At whose instance was it sent up here -
page 18] was it the Commonwealth's? 
A. It was made up in the general course of 
work there and remanded back there and come back up here. 
and was not made up at tbe particular request of anyone. 
Q. Didn't the Commonwealth request that this war-
rant be sent back up here? 
A. Not to rny knowledge in s0 many words, he did 
not. We discussed it several tim."~ in the office. 1 don't re· 
call that Mr. Smith said to send it back up here. 
Q. At whose instance did you send it? 
A. We discussed it in the office. I discussed it with 
Judge Birchfield and Judge Austin as to whether or not the 
case could be sent back up here. 
Q. At whose instance did you send it back up here? 
A. Well, I don't know hardly how to answer it. I 
was not absolutely told to send any appeal up here by any spe-
cific one. 
Q. Although you were not told, you were given to un-
derstand to do so? 
A. Yes. sir: to send this back at this term. 
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Q. You were given to understand that by the Common-
wealth's attorney, Judge Austin· and others? 
A. It is Judge Austin's warrant. 
Q. Are you positive that Malauf was never tried after 
that warrant was made· up? 
A. No, sir; if so, I was not present. 
Q. What was the original charge against-
page 1 9] By the Court: 
that question. 
By Mr. Scott: 
The warrant speaks for itself. Don't answer 
The charge against this man w.as tried before any warrant 
was ever written. 
By the Court: 
· I ·know that. 
By Mr. Scott: 
I want to show the charge he was tried on downstairs. 
By the Court: 
Tb:s order shows it, if you are bound by it. He was 
tried ar;d conv~cted downstairs for violation of Section 8, 
Chapter 68 ·of the City Ordinances and it was sent up on a 
Commonwealth warrant, and it says (reading) : "it further 
appearing to the Court that the Civil and Police Justice has 
prior jurisdiction in the trlal of misdemeanors, it is therefore 
ordered that the wararnt in this case be and the same is hereby 
remanded to said Civil and Police Justice for further or any 
proccE.dings''. etc. The record shows that. 
By Mr. Scott: 
Was there ever any warrant, other than the warrant we 
Lave called ··Exhibit No. 1 ". issued for this man, Malauf, prior 
to the time the case was originally appealed to the Hustings 
Court and was remanded? 
By the Court: 
( Addressing Mr. Moorman) : No. The answer is 
"no". There is no use hesitating; That is cus-
pa,ge 20] ternary. That has been donJ·. _ior· years by the 
present Judge and others. 
By Mr. Scott: 
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Q. Is that your answer, Mr. Moorman? 
A. Yes, sir. 
CROSS EXAMINATION 
By Mr. Smith: 
Q. This man, Malauf, was tried for operating and pos-
$essing tip boards and baseball tips, was he not? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And he was convicted, was he not? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And that conviction was entered on the city's books 
and cards? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And the appeal, through clerical error, came through 
the Commonwealth, did it? 
By Mr. Scott: 
We object to that. 
By the Court: · 
The objection will be overruled. We are making up a 
record and I will allow you latitude and them, too. 
By Mr. Scott: 
We except to the ruling of the Court, because the judg-
ment of the Court on the back of the warrant, as passed and 
signed by the Judge. and certified by him is as of the 26th of 
September, 1939. 
By Mr. Smith: 
page 21] Q. Was Malouf convicted on the charge of 
operating baseball tips and was that conviction a 
routine entry on the city books? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did it come up erroneously as a State charge? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Counsel for defendant objected to the question and 
moves to strike it and the answer from the record, 
which objection and motion the Court overruled, and 
counsel for the defendant excepted to the ruling of the 
Court for reasons stated. 
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Q. Was it then remanded to the Police Court? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. For such further action as they might deem neces-
sary? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Was a new warrant prepared, in which the City 
charge was alleged, and sent up here for trial today? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And was signed by Judge Austin, who was sitting 
for Judge Birchfield, when the original trial was held? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Was the conviction noted as a City charge? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And that appeal is up here today as a City charge, is 
it? 
A. Yes, sir. 
By Mr. Messick: 
page 22] Q. Wasn't an appeal noted from the judg-
ment of the Court. as contained on the warrant you 
all sent up here? 
A. It was. a city case, Mr. Messick, tried under the city 
ordinance and convicted under it and an appeal noted. 
Q. Did you say that the judge's warrant and the judg-
ment is not the case down there shown by Exhibit 1? 
By the Court: 
How many of you gentlemen are going to examine the 
witm:Js? Are there any other questions? I want to ask you 
this: 
Q. Mr. Moorman, when this matter first came to the 
Hustings Court and was called for trial during the October 
Term, the criminal warrant. identified in the record as Exhibit 
No. 1, signed by W. J. Austin. Acting and Civil Police Justice, 
and with judgment entered thereon by W. J. Austin, Acting 
Civil and Police Justice, had attached to it a slip like this ( indi-
cating) , and that slip, in addition to having "City" written 
here (ind· ca ting) , had identification as to the book in your 
office:. \Vill you te] me what that identification is for? 
A. We have the City cases numbered and that case was 
given a number; as well as I recall, it had a half number en-
tered. 
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Q. And· it also had where the fine was credited as a city 
asset, when paid, did it? . 
A. The number itself would be of a certain page. There 
are forty-four of these on a page. 
Q. That meant that that fine was credited 
page 2'.l]: as a city asset, when and if paid, by conviction and 
payment of the fine, or would show an appeal, and 
that money would have gone to the city as a city asset. would 
it not? 
A. That· is correct,. 
Q. And that is one way you identify this as a State or 
City offense in your office - in Judge Birchfield's office, is it? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Is it a fact that~ when that case was tried in the Police 
Court, you made up from your Court statement that you han-
dled in the Police Court. this slip ( indicating) ? 
A. Yes, sir. . 
Q. Did this slip originally show, as it now shows, I 
mean by the original slip that was attached to the Common-
wealth warrant -·d;d it speak as it now speaks - ''Violation 
Chapter 68, Section 8, City Ordinance"? 
A. Yes, sir: it probably had· the case number on it also. 
Q. It did have a case number. That is what called it 
to my attention. You have been Clerk of the Civil and Police 
Court for a number of years, have you not? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Nearly ever since Judge Birchfield has held office? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And of course that Court handles a vast number of 
misdemeanor cases, does it not? 
A. Yes, sir. 
page 24] Q. For violations of the city ordinance and 
misdemeanor cases involving violations of the State 
statutes. Is that correct? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Is it or not the custom now, as it has been through 
th~ ~ears, for the Judge of that Court, to sign his judgments in 
cn~mal cases on the back of the warrants, stating the charges 
agamst the accused, only when the case is appealed and sent to 
the Hustings Court? 
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Q. As I understand it, warrants are not issued unless 
there is a demand for a warrant before the Judge at the time 
the case is tried or unless there is an appeal noted from the 
Judge's decision? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You understand, do you? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. In other words, violations of city ordinances, traf-
fic. gambling and otherwise, and violations of State statutes 
with reference to misdemeanor:,, are tried, and committals are 
issued when the parties go to jail. or ,if the fines are paid and 
it is a Commonwealth case, it is properly credited as a Com-
monwealth asset, or. if it is a city case, it is properly credited as 
a city asset. and, unless there is an appeal. no warrant appears 
m your record. Is that correct? 
A. That is correct. 
Q. Is it or not a custom that has been in 
pge 25] vogue ever since you have been in that office, that, 
· where an individual is arrested by a police officer on 
a warrant, that that warrant is filed in the records in the office 
of the Ch:ef of Police? 
A. That is my understanding of it. I think the book 
is actually kep~ in the switch-board room. 
Q. Yes, sir. But Judge Birchfield' s office has nothing 
to do with the warrants after they are executed, unless a partic-
ular and specific demand is made for the production of the war-
rant when a man is tried. Is that true? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Your office does not keep those warrants? 
A. No, sir. 
(\ As a matter of fact, as a matter of custom. conven-
ience and practice, is it or not true that these warrants, such 
;ts arc here exhibited in this case. that this warrant was made 
up after the appeal was noted, presented to the Judge, ex-
amined by him and signed, as reflecting his judgment in that 
particular case? · 
A. That is correct. 
Q. There is another thing I want to clear up in my 
m:nd: At the time the defendant, Malauf, .was originally 
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tried by Judge Austin. was Judge Birchfield at that time ab-
sent from his office? 
A. He was, yes, sir. 
Q. Is it or not customary for Judge Austin to act for 
him when Judge Birchfield is absent? 
page 26] A. It is, yes, sir. 
Q. That has been in vogue and the practice 
for some time, has it? 
A. Yes, sir; for some years. 
Q. When Judge Austin sits in a case and judgment is 
entered in that case, is it or not the rule and practice that Judge 
Austin signs these judgments on appeal? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. So when Malauf was tried originally, he was tried 
for violating Chapter 68, Section 8, of the City Ordinance, 
was he? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Counsel for the defendant objects to the above ques-
tion and moves to strike the answer, because the judg-
ment shows what he was tried for; which objection and 
motion was overruled and the defendant EXCEPTED. 
for reasons stated. 
By the Court: 
Yes, sir. 
Q. Was that appeal then and there noted to the an-
nounced decision of the Acting Justice? 
A. In Court Mr. Scott represented the gentleman and in-
timated an appeal. 
Q. Did you so mark your records when an appeal was 
noted? 
A. Yes. sir. 
Q. In the course of time prescribed by law for these 
appeals to be transmitted to the Hustings Court, was 
page 2 7] that original appeal transmitted to the Hustingk. 
Court? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. As conceded, and as the record shows, the original 
warrant, and the judgment therein, showed a conviction of a 
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Commonwealth offe~se - an offense against the Common-
wealth of Virginia. The first warrant. Is that true? 
A. The first warrant did, yes, sir. 
Q. Was he tried in the Police Court in any case arising 
out of this transaction, namely, the Commonwealth of Vir-
ginia against Joe Malauf? 
Counsel for defendant objects to the question,· because 
the record and warrant speaks for itself; the objection 
is overruled and the defendant excepts. 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Was he tried in the case of the City of Roanoke 
against Malauf? 
A. Y~s. sir. 
Same Objection 
Overruled 
Same Exception 
0. Was an appea~ noted from that judgment? 
A. It was. 
Q. Is that the appeal before this Court today (hands 
papers to witness) ? 
A. Th=s is the original warrant up here before. 
Q. No:· here is the original warrant (indicating). 
A. I heg your pardon. That is it here ( in-
page · 28] dica(ng). Thi-; is the appeal here today, yes, sir. 
Q. For the purposes of the record, the orig-· 
inal warrant that was remanded wa·s numbered in the Hustings 
Court as No. 1637 4: · Is that correct? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. The warrant now before the Hustings Court is num-
bered No. 16430. 
A. That is correct. 
By Mr. Messick: 
Q. Has Judge Austin or Judge Birchfield signed any 
other record than the warrant known as Exhibit No. 1, No. 
163 74. and this warrant known as Exhibit No. 2, or No. 
16430? 
A. Noth:ng more than the original card initialed b)' 
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Judge Austin. as all cases are initialed by the Judge. That is 
the original docket charge. 
By Mr. Messick: 
That is all. 
Witness Stands Aside 
JUDGE W. J. AUSTIN - Sworn for the defendant 
page 29] DIRECT EXAMINATION 
By Mr. Messick: 
Q. On the 26th of September, 1939, were you s1ttmg 
in the Police Court or in the Civil and Police Justice Court for 
the City of Roanoke, Virginia, for Judge Birchfield? 
A. Well, I am not just sure of the date, but I think that 
is the 26th. It was when this particular warrant was tried. 
Q. Judge Austin, I hand you herewith a_ warrant identi-
fied as Exhibit No. 1, and also as Hustings Court file No. 
I 6 3 7 4, and ask you if that is your signature to that warrant 
and if that was signed on the 26th of September, r 939. as you 
certify there? 
A. That is correct. I will not say that I signed that on 
the 26th, which is the same day it was tried. 
Q. No, sir, the 25th was the day it was tried. 
A. No; I didn't sign it on that particular day. When 
the appeal was perfected and they were ready to send it up, 1s 
when I signed it. 
Q. Wasn't that the 26th, the same day you signed it? 
A. I cannot remember the date. Was that on the 26th 
of September? 
Q. Yes, sir: it says the 26th. 
A. That is the day I signed it, then. 
Q. The judgment of your Court contained on the back 
there ( indicating) , is that your signature? 
A. Yes, sir; that is mine. 
page 30] Q. That warrant was sent from the Police 
Court to the Hustings Court of the City of Roa-
noke, Virginia, and was tried on the 6th of October, 1939, and 
was remanded, as shown by the Court's order, a copy of which 
is filed herewith as Exhibit No. 2. Since the date this warrant 
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was sent from your Court to the Hustings Court for the City 
of Roanoke, Virginia, have you tried Joe Malauf, the defend-
ant in this.case, on any charge? 
A.· I have not. 
Q. Has Joe Malauf, since this warrant was returned by 
the Hustings Court or remanded by the Hustings Court to the 
Civil and Police Court, applied to you for an appeal? 
A. He has not. 
Q. Has any attorney representing him applied for an 
appeal? · 
A. No. 
Q. I show you a warrant introduced in evidence as Ex-
hibit No. 3 -the warrant now pending in this Court, file No. 
1.6430, of the Husting~ Court docket, and ask you if that is 
your signature to that warrant? 
A. It is, yes, sir. 
Q. I will ask you if that warrant was not prepared and 
r.igned by you after the 21st of October, 193 9? 
A. Well, I could not tell you what date it was· presented 
to me. It was. the.best I remember, somewhere near the 20th,. 
but I cannot tell you what date. 
Q. Somewhere near the 20th of October, 
pa g~ 3 l ] I 9-J 9 ? 
···· A. Yes, sir·. 
Q. That warrant shows on its face that you signed: it 
as of the 26th of September, 1939. doesn't it? 
A. (Witness examines paper). 
Q. ( Continuing) : It is therefore true that· this war-
rant WJS not issued or signed by you until after or around the 
20th of October, 1939, isn't it? 
A. I could not tell you what date. I would be unable 
rn tell you about that: I don't remember. · 
Q. You said.you thought it was around.the 20th of Oc-
tober, I believe? 
A. I think so. yes, sir. It was signed after this warrant 
was remanded back to the Police· Court. 
Q. It was certainly. signed by you and. issued by you 
after the original warrant was remanded to the lower Court, 
was it not? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Has anybody applied to you for any appeal from this 
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warrant issued after the case was remanded to your Court? 
A. They have not. 
Q. Has anybody given any bond for any appeal to this 
Court? 
A. 
Q. 
No, sir. 
At whose instance and request did you prepare this 
second warrant and sign it, in the neighborhood of 
page 32] the 20th of October, 1939? 
A. I was interested in getting it before the 
Hustings Court myself. 
Q. Who requested you to do it? 
A. To do what? 
Q .. To sign this warrant. 
A. One of the clerks brought it to my office and asked me 
to sign it. They prepared it. 
Q. Did the Commonwealth's Attorney talk to you 
about it and ask you to do it? 
A. I don't remember that he did. 
Q. Did you talk to Mr. Smith, the Commonwealth's 
Attorney, or to Mr. Edwards. the Assistant Commonwealth's 
Attorney, about it? 
A. I don't remember that I did. 
Q. Did you seek advice from your son, who ·is also a 
lawyer here, Mr. W. J; Austin, Junior, as to whether or not . 
you should issue the warrant? · 
By Mr. Edwards: 
We object to that; that is going too far. 
By the Court:· 
Suppose he did. What difference does it make. Judge 
Austin is a lawyer himself, and suppose he discussed it with 
another lawyer. I want to give you every opportunity to put 
anything in the record that you are advised would affect your 
standing on appeal. in the event an appeal is necessary or is 
taken; but I do not propose to sit here and allow you to em-
barrass anybody unnecessarily. I do not see the pur- · 
page 3 3] pose of it. Suppose he did discuss it with his son ... 
Both of them are lawyers. Suppose Judge Austin, 
as I do, and as I suppose Judge Birchfield does, did discuss the 
case with lawyers not interested in it, what difference does that 
make? 
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I am not trying to embarrass Judge Austin or anybody 
else, and I think you know me well enough to know that. I 
do not see the necessity for remarks to that effect. 
By the Court: 
All right. Leave the personalities out of this. 
By Mr. Messick: 
I want to say this - that this action was not taken at the 
instance or request of the defendant or any of his counsel. 
By the Court: 
I sustain the objection to the question. 
By the Witness: 
I felt it was my duty to try to get the matter before the 
Court, but, so far as consulting my son about that, I did not 
do that, but I did discuss it with him several times. 
By Mr. Messick: 
Q. Did the defendant, Malauf, or any of his counsel. or 
anyone rep.resenting him. request you to issue this warrant -
the second warrant? 
A.· They did not. 
· Q. Or request you to send it as an appeal to 
page 34] this Court? ·· 
A. No, sir, they did not. 
Q. During Octobei:, on the day you. signed this warrant, 
wasn't Judge Birchfield present in his office and sitting as the 
Civil and Police Justice for the City of Roanoke, Virginia? 
A. I don't know whether he was in his office or not. 
Q. \Vas he sitting as Civil and Police Justice? 
A. Yes, sir. he was. 
Q. And was sitting during the month of October. was 
he not? 
A. I presume so. 
Q. He was not absent and you did not hold Court for 
him, did you? 
A. Not at th.:it time, but I held the Court at the time the 
warrant was tried. 
Q. On the 26th of September? 
A. \Vhatever the date was. 
By the Court: 
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The 25th, I think it was. 
By Mr. Messick: 
Q. Since the 25th of September, haye you held Court 
for Judge Birchfield? 
A. I think I have one, day since then. 
Q. It was certainly not on the day you signed and issued 
the second warrant, was it? 
A. It was not. 
Q. You . bear the title and are· elected Issuing 
page 3 5] Justice by the vote of the people, are you not? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You sit for Judge Birchfield only when he is not 
a hie to sit, do you not? 
A. Yes, sir. 
·. Q. You hold Court only. when Judge Birchfield is not 
holding Coqrt? 
A. Yes, sir. 
CROSS EXAMINATION · 
By Mr. Smith: 
Q.. I believe you originally heard this case - the Ma-
lauf case - the possession of tip board tickets. you assessed a 
fine of $250.00 and ninety days in jail, did you not? 
Counsel:for the defendant objects to the question. 
·- · A. That is correct. 
·-' Q .. · N<?w, as to the point of time, w.as it that day or the 
next day that you ~evised it by giving him what you under-
stood a jury gave in another case? . 
A. Mr. Scott came to my office, as I remember it, just 
after Court was· held- · 
Q. That would be the same day, then. 
A. (Continuing): -and he made the remark, "You 
are mighty hard on my man - my client" - I don't know 
the words he used; and I said, "I gave him just the same that 
Elliott got in the Hustings Court",-
page 3 6] Q. I just want to know about the date. 
By the Court: 
Don't cut him off. 
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· A. (Continuing): · He .. said, "You are wrong .about 
that"; he said, "It was $300.00 fine and 30 days in jail"; and 
he said, "I will be ·glad ·if you -will change ·if'; and I said, "I 
will change it; it was my intention to give him that"; and 
he said, "I will be glad if you will change it"; and I said, "You 
bring your·man up·,bere:.and 1-.will change it then"; and· that 
evening ;he called :me up and said ~his client -was in ·his office' arid 
he would be very glad if I made that change. I did it. I 
don't know whether it was that evening or the next day. 
By Mr. Smith: 
Q. That is what I was concerned· .in. -Was the change 
made :in :his favor, to conform to the previous case, on that day 
or the next day? 
A. As I say, I don't know whether the chattge was.actu-
ally ·made 'that'day or ·not. · I told ·him I woi.dd·,do it, though. 
By -Mr. ;Messick: 
Q. Isn't it true that you· were the one that broached· the 
sub:ect to Mr:·Scott and said you ·would do it? 
A. I don't think so: that is my ·memory. He came in 
and made the remark, · ·y o_u were hard on my man" or some-
thing _to that effect. I don't remember just the 
page 3 7] words he used. 
By the Court: 
Q. Was the Commonwealth's Attorney or.his -Assistant, 
when you had that conversation·;with·-Mr. Scott,- in your office, 
or were they there during the subsequent conversation over the 
telephone? 
A. Sir? 
Q. Was the Commonwealth's Attorney or his ·Assist-
ant present when you had this conversation with Mr. Scott, m 
your office? 
A. No, sir . 
. Q. Or subsequently, ·.when you had the conversation 
with ·him over the,--phone? 
A. No, sir, neither one. 
\Vitness Stands Aside 
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JUDGE HARRIS S. BIRCHFIELD - Sworn for Defendant. 
DIRECT EXAMINATION 
By Mr. Scott: 
Q. You are Judge Harris S. Brichfield, Judge of the 
Civil and Police Court for the City of Roanoke, Virginia, are 
you not? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You did not try the Joe Malauf case on 
page 38] September 25th, 1939, did you? 
- A .. No, sir. · 
O. Since the 25th day of September, 1939, have you 
tried Joe Malauf on any charge? 
. A. No, sir. 
Q. Judge Birchfield, I see here a warrant, dated the 26th 
day of September, 1939, charging Joe Malauf with keeping. 
exhibiting and being concerned in the keeping· and exhibiting 
of certain baseball pool and tip-board tickets for the purpose of 
a lottery.· Have you tried Malauf on that charge since the 
6th day of October, 1939? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Have you held your Court every day Court has been 
held since the 6th day of October,· 1939? 
A. So far as I know, I have. I don't recall anything 
else. 
Q. Judge Birchfield, do you recall when this warrant 
we are speaking of was written up? 
· A. When? 
Q. Do you recall its being written up, after the case 
was remanded to your Court? 
A. I i;emember the warrant being wdtten up down 
there after it was remanded. 
Q. Do you remember the day Judge Austin signed it and 
it came to your office? 
A. No, sir. 
page 3 9] Q. Were you present the day it was issued? 
A. I don't remember when it was issued; I 
presume I was here, though. 
Q. Have you been out of your Court any day since Oc-
tober 5th, 1939? 
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Q. And you are certain you have not tried Malauf on 
that warrant? 
A. No, sir, I have not. 
Q. And Mr. Malauf - has he ever requested from you 
an appeal on that warrant? · 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Has Mr. Malauf ever furnished any bond for an ap-· 
peal up to this Court on this transaction at this term of 
Court? 
A. Not that I know of. 
Q. Have you sent any bond up here for his appearance 
at this term of Court? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Since the 24th of September, 1939, has Joe Malauf 
been brought before you to answer any charge? 
A. No, str. 
CROSS EXAMINATION 
By Mr. Smith: 
·Q. You were away - Judge Austin sat as the substi-
tute Civ'.l and Police Justice when this was tried. did he not? 
A. Yes. sir. 
Q. An error was made in sending it up under 
page 40] a State statute instead of as a City case, I believe? 
A. I understand so. 
Q. And it was remanded to your Court for such action 
as might be advisable, was it? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And it came up lat~r as a City case, as originally tried, 
did it not? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Counsel for the defendant objects to the foregoing 
question and answer, because the record speaks for it-
self as to what was origina~ly tried. 
By the Court: 
I have let both of you go outside the record. Go ahead. 
Defendant Excepts. 
By Mr. Smith: 
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Q. . Have you checked the books of your office ·to see 
whether or not on the first day of the trial by Judge Austin 
this fine, or part of it. against Malauf, was entered .. up as a City 
asset or a State asset? 
A. I did not check the books. 
Q. Mr. Moorman handles that in your office. ·does he? 
A. Yes, sir. 
By the Court: 
Q. When Judge Austin acts for you, in your absence, 
does he sign the judgments on. appeal for cases ~hat ·he has 
tried? 
A. Yes, sir. 
page 4 1 ] Q. Is that the reason he signed this? 
·A. Yes, sir. 
Q. In other 'Words. as I ,understand ·it, you do not hear 
the case and you do not try it, and you are not familiar with 
it. and the judgment of conviction originally was not your 
judgment? 
A. No, sir: that is right. 
Q. But it was the judgment of Judge Austin? 
·A. Yes, sir. 
Witness Stands Aside. 
S. S. BROOKE. Junior - Sworn for the Defendant. 
DIRECT EXAMINATION 
By Mr. Messick: 
Q. You are Deputy Clerk of the Hustings Court for the 
City of Roanoke, Virginia, and you are the chief attendant on 
that Court, are you not? 
A. I am, yes, sir. 
Q. I hand you herewith a warrant, known as Exhibit 
No. 1 ,. and on the Hustings Court docket it is No. 163 74, and 
I will ask you when that war.rant. was filed .in the Clerk's Of-
fice? And I mean the Clerk's Office of the Hustings Court 
for the City of Roanoke, Virginia. (Hands paper' to ·witness). 
A. I could not tell the exact date, but it was 
page 42] filed about the last Thursday in September. 
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Q. In the year 1939? 
A. Yes, sir, in I 93 9. 
Q. Did that warrant come on to be heard on the 6th 
of October, 1939? 
A. It was set for that date, yes, sir. 
Q. I will ask you to state if it is not true that the Com-
monwealth and the defendant announced ready for trial; that 
a jury of seven juror were placed in the jury box, and that 
counsel for the Commonwealth and counsel for the defendant 
each struck off one juror? 
A. According to my recollection, I think that is so. 
Q. To try the case? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Isn't it a fact that, after this was done, that the Court 
came into chambers. with counsel for. the Commonwealth and 
counsel for the defendant, and asked why this warrant was a 
Commonwealth warrant, instead of a City warrant. Is that 
your recollection of what happened? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Didn't the Court ask Counsel for the defendant if 
they had any motion to make, and didn't we ask or move for a 
dismissal of the warrant on the charge against Joe Malauf? 
A. That is right; yes, sir. 
Q. Mr. Brooke, isn't it true that, when a 
page 4 3] warrant is tried in September, and an appeal is 
taken, in the ordinary course of procedure, that ap-
peal comes up the latter part of September, and is placed on 
the docket of the Hustings Court for trial at the October Term: 
is that right? 
A. Yes, sir. 
By the Court: 
Q. You mean - tried in the Police Court? 
A. Yes. sir, in the Police Court. 
By Mr. Messick: 
Q. I hand you a warrant, known as Exhibit No. 3, No. 
16430, and I ask you when this warrant was filed in the 
Clerk's Office of the Hustings Court for the City of Roanoke, 
Virginia? 
A. About the 2nd day of October, 1939. 
Q. You mean November, do you not? 
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A. Yes. sir: the 2nd of November: it might have been 
the I st. 
Q. The 1st or 2ndofNovember, 1939? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. This case is now, under this second warrant, set for 
trial at the November term, 1939, of this Court, is it not? 
A. Yes. sir. 
By the Court: 
Q. For today? 
A. Yes, sir, November. 
page 44] By Mr. Messick: 
Q. Has the defendant, or anyone represent-
ing him, asked you or requested of the Court, that this case 
be set for trial in this Court? 
A. No, .sir. 
the Court: 
Where do you want it sent? I ~ilt' transfer it. 
By 
By ',1r. Messick: 
I think we will have it put in the Hague. 
By the Court: 
That suits me. 
By Mr. Scott: 
If you will see this-
By the Court: 
(Interrupting): No, sir: I don't want to look at it. I 
don't kpow whether it is Peck's Bad Boy or not. 
By Mr. Smith: 
Q. Mr. Brooke, you were asked the question as to whe-
ther or not you got any permission from the defendant to put 
an appeal case on the docket? 
A. I never do, no, sir. 
Q. Do you usually do that? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Was any jury ever sworn in this case, when it came 
up on July 6th? 
A. The jury was never sworn, no, sir. 
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By the Court: 
page 45] Is the defendant, Malauf, present today? 
By Mr. Messick: 
I think so. 
By the Court: 
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Is he present for trial and present during this hearing? 
On Chambers). 
By Mr. Messick: 
Yes, sir; and by counsel. anyway .. 
Witness Stands Aside. 
By the Court: 
Call your next witness, if you have any. 
By Mr. Messick: 
As showing what occurred at the examination of the jury 
on its voir dire, I desire to offer in evidence the record of what · 
occurred on the 6th of October, 193 9, a·s· taken down by the 
Court Reporter. 
By the Court: 
All right; I have no o'bjection to that. 
By Mr. Messick: . 
It is the examination of the jury on its voir dire, after it 
was called to your Honor's attention that it was a Common-
wealth warrant. 
By the Court: 
All right. What has that t(? do with this case? 
By Mr. Messick: 
It has this to do with the case: That is a warrant issued 
instead of an indictment and the jury was examined on its voir 
dire and the man has been put in jeopardy. 
By the Court: 
page 46] Was the jury sworn? If you want to intro-
duce that in the record, all right.. Is there anything 
else? 
By Mr. Messick: 
Yes, sir. but we will introduce this now. 
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( The foregoing paper. so introduced in evidence, as 
Exhibit No. 4. is in the following words and figures, 
to-wit) : 
·'VIRGINIA: IN THE HUSTINGS COURT FOR THE 
CITY OF ROANOKE. 
COMMONWEAL TH OF VIRGINIA ) 
vs. ) 
JOE MALOUF ) 
"Before the Honorable J. L. Almond, Jr .. Judge of the 
Hustings Court for the City of Roanoke, in the State of Vir-
ginia, at Io: oo A. M.. on the 6th day of October, 193 9. 
APPEARANCES 
Walter H. Scott, Esq. 
T. Warren Messick, Esq., 
Attorneys for the Defendant. 
Robert S. Smith, Esq .. 
Attorney for the Commonwealth. 
Joe Malouf, the defendant in person. 
The Clerk: 
Gentlemen of the Jury, this is a case of the City of Roan-
oke against Joseph Malouf-
Mr. Messick: 
This is a Commonwealth case. Your Honor. It 1s on 
the docket as the Common wealth. 
( The charge is read)· 
page 4 7] The Court: 
Mr. Smith: 
4693. 
The Court: 
What Section of the Code covers it. 
See if you can find out why it came up here that way. 
Mr. Smith: 
That is what we have got on here. 
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The Court: 
I want to know why it was changed from what it was in 
the Police Court. Get the records up here. 
Mr. Winston: 
When was it tried, Your Honor. 
The Court: 
On September 25th. Gentlemen of the Jury, this is a 
case of the Commonwealth of Virginia against Joe Malouf 
charged with the operation of or being concerned in the oper-
ation of a lottery known as a baseball pool. There is no pre-
sumption of guilt against the defendant; he is deemed to be 
innocent of this charge unless the Commonwealth proves his 
guilt beyond a reasonable doubt. The question I want to ask 
you gen_tlemen of the jury is of this nature: Have any of you 
purchased, sold, or were interested in the purchase or sale of any 
kind of tickets in connection with what is known as a baseball 
pool. or what not. or any lottery within the City of Roanoke 
during the past one year. 
A Member of the Jury: 
I have. 
Clerk: 
What is your name? 
Member of the Jury: 
B. W. Chesney. 
( Mr. Chesney was thereupon excused from serving on the 
jury. and left the jury box). 
The Clerk: 
page 48] Gentlemen of the Jury, do you solem/y swear 
to give true and correct answers to to such questions 
as the Court may propound to you. so help you God? 
( An affirmative nod and affirmative answer from each of 
the jurymen). 
The Court: 
Gentlemen of the Jury, this is a case of the Common-
wealth of Virginia against Joe Malouf. One of the charges 
is that this man was engaged in or connected with the operation 
of a lottery through the sale or distribution of baseball pool 
tickets, etc. The clurge creates no premmption against him. 
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He is presumed innocent of the charge unless it is proved by the 
Commonwealth beyond a reasonable doubt. The question I 
now ask you is this: Have you been interested in or con-
cerned with, or have you purchased or sold any tickets or chance 
or baseball ticket, of what n9t, or any lottery, in the City of 
Roanoke during the past year? 
The Jury as a Whole: 
No. 
The Court: 
Gentlemen of the Jury, have you formed or expressed ;in 
opinion relative to the guilt or innocence of the accused in this 
case? 
The Jury as a Whole: 
No. 
The Court: 
Can you give both the accused and the Commonwealth of 
Virginia a fair and impartial trial in proving the innocence or 
guilt of the accused beyond a reasonable doubt? 
The Jury as a Whole: 
Yes. 
The Court: 
Are there any questions? 
( No questions were asked by the jury). 
page 49] IN THE JUDGE'S CHAMBERS 
· 'By order of the Court, no evidence was taken 
of any discussion which took place. The record from the low-
er court was read, and a motion by defense counsel to dismiss 
the case was granted by the Court.'' 
W. H. SCOTT - Sworn for the Defendant. 
DIRECT EXAMINATION 
By Mr. Messick: 
Q. You are a practicing attorney at the Roanoke city 
bar, are you not? 
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A. Yes, sir: representing Joe Malauf. 
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Q. You represent Joe Malauf and you represented him 
in the Police Court, did you not? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And you now represent him, do you? 
A. I am of counsel in this case, yes. 
Q. Tell the Court what occurred on the 25th of Septem-
ber. 1939. in regard to Judge Austin's changing his judgment. 
A. Sometime that afternoon, the paper came out and I 
went to Judge Austin's. office to sue out a civil warrant, at 
which time he told me about his judgment there that morning 
- that he meant to give the same punishment given 
page 50] in some other case, and, if I had no objection, and 
my client had no objection, that he would like to 
make the punishment that amount, and I said so far as I was 
personally concerned. I had no objection, but I could not speak 
for my client until I called him on the phone, and I got Ma-
lauf shortly after that and it didn't make any difference to him, 
as we were appealing it anyway, and I called Judge Austin 
and told him that it was agreeable to him. and sometime that 
afternoon, I told Mr. Edwards what he said: I told Mr. Ed-
wards, the Assistant Commonwealth's Attorney, about it. That 
is all I know about it. I did not request 'the change. 
By the Court: 
0. Did you object to it? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Did you object to the fine or whatever it was that 
was given him? To the change in it? 
A. No. sir; I did not object to it. That was the day 
it was tried and at that time the case was not appealed. It was 
appealed the sam_e day, but at that time it had not been. 
CROSS EXAMINATION 
By M-~. Smith: 
Q. You don't know when the change was made on the 
records - that day or afterwards, do you? 
A. He told me to tell Mr. Moorman to come in there to 
change it. As to whether or not he went in there. I don't 
know. 
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Q. Did you tell Mr. Moorman? 
page 5 1 ] A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Was it the same day? 
A. It was later on that afternoon, when I came to the 
Courthouse in another matter. I went in there and asked Mr. 
Moorman if he had been in there, and I don't recall whether he 
said he had been in there or not. 
Witness Stands Aside. 
JOE (N. D.) MALAUF - Sworn in his own defense. 
By Mr. Messick: 
Q. Mr. Malauf. smcc the 24th of September-
By the Court: 
·(Interrupting) : It is conceded that this man has not been 
tried in the Police Court since his original trial on the 25th 
of September, 1939, on this offense or any other offense. That 
is all you want to prove by him, isn't itl 
By Mr.· Messick: 
Yes, sir. 
Witness Stands Aside. 
By Mr. Scott: 
page 5 2] Now, we take the position, your Honor, first: 
That the only authority Judge Austin has to try any 
matters at all is under the provisions of the City Charter, 
found in the Acts of Assembly for 1936, at page 351, which 
gave him authority to try cases in the absence of Judge Birch-
field, and in the absence of Judge Birchfield. only. That on 
the day the original Malauf case was tried, Judge· Austin was 
legally holding Court, but, when he undertook to issue a 
warrant on the 20th of October, or after this case was remand-
ed. he had no authority whatsoever to act, since Judge Birch-
field was not absent. Judge Birchfield was not absent at the 
time and anything Judge Austin did is void. 
We take the further position that, after the day Joe Ma-
lauf was tried, the Police Court Justice, or anyone acting for 
him, no longer had jurisidiction in the case for any other pur-
pose except it was for the purpose of allowing an appeal. We 
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take that position under the authority long used, the case of 
Ex Parte Smith, 98 S. E. 10: 124 Va. 791. 
In the case of the Commonwealth v. Seay or Seay against 
the Commonwealth, reported in 156 S. E., at page 5'7 4, I 5 5 
Va. 1087, the Court said that when a Magistrate allows an 
appeal. his jurisdiction, for all purposes, is at an end. That 
ends the matter, so far as he is concerned. 
In the case of Read v. Commonwealth, a Virginia case. 
in 24 Grat. 61 8, a warrant had been issued by a Justice, on 
which the man had been tried. An appeal was noted to the 
higher Court. The Court in that case did just what 
page 5 3] Your Honor did in this case - he remanded that 
case to the lower Court. Our Court of Appeals 
held, in that case, that that was error - that once that Judge 
had allowed that case to go up, he allowed it to go for all pur-
poses. In that case, the Justcie gave the man an opportunity 
to be heard the second time. But the Court of Appeals said 
that the judgment of the Justice of the Peace was void, because, 
since the appeal had been taken, he had no jurisdiction what-
soever; that the jurisdiction was in the other Court, and, 
when a case is remanded down, as fast as it is remanded down. 
it comes back and assumes the status it had before the Court on 
the prior occasion. · 
We submit that it leaves the case at the very point it was 
when we were up here at the October Term of this Court, if 
the case is here at all. 
In the case of Peck v. Commonwealth 171 - Va. 535, 199 
S. E. 473, and I do not have the Virginia citation of that case. 
it being a recent case, but in that case, the Court of Appeals 
held that a Justice couU not go back and make changes in the 
original warrant, and that not even consent could have con-
ferred jurisdiction on t!-le Jm:t~ce of the Peace, and on that oc-
casion. the Court, knowing the extent of human frailties and 
that people make mistakes, said: "Even though he ( the Justice) 
made an error. he could not have corrected it when his judg-
ment became final or after it was certified to the Corporation 
Court." When that case gets back up here. and it 
page 54] is back up here. if at all. as Commonwealth v. Ma-
lauf, and not as the City of Roanoke against Ma-
buf. it is covered by the principle in that Eddy case that you 
had before you then. 
By the Court: 
Why did you move to dismiss? You sa~d you did. 
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By Mr. Scott: 
You asked if we had any motion to make. Mr. Messick, 
of counsel, made a motion to dismiss the case against Malauf. 
By the Court: 
On what grounds? 
By Mr. Scott: 
We did not have any record at that time. Your Honor 
forbid us to make a record. You will remember that. We 
wanted the Court reporter to make a record of that, and I 
think your Honor threatened to put us in jail if we did. 
By the Court: 
I did not do any such thing. I asked you why you 
moved to dismiss the case. 
By Mr. Scott: 
I have only my memory on that. My memory is not 
clear. I am not sure that Mr. Messick will remember it, but 
your Honor will recall that he forbid the Court reporter to 
take it. 
By the Court: 
I do not recall it. Wait a minute. But if I did or not, 
I will ask you on what grounds you asked this Court to dis-
miss Malauf. and you now come back and say it should not 
have been done. 
By Mr. Scott: 
page 5 5] I do not say that it should not have been dis-
missed. I say that the case should not have been · 
remanded to the lower Court, and I think you order as en-
tered at that time is clearer than my recollection, and your or-
der does not show that we made any motion, or that other 
counsel made any motion,. that the case be remanded to the 
lower Court. I refer to the last paragraph of your Honor's 
order on the matter. The grounds that we had for asking that 
the case of the Commonwealth v. Malauf be dismissed, were 
the grounds laid down in the Eddy case, to-wit, that the charge 
had been changed. Just how the motion was made, I don't 
recall, but I do know that the point in the Eddy case ( 1 1 9 Va. 
873) was the point urged here-· that, from the time a man is 
tried, the charge could not be changed and he called upon to 
answer a State charge in the other Court. 
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By the Court: 
When not tried in the lower Court on a State charge. 
By Mr. Scott: 
He was found guilty of a State charge, with which he was 
not charged, and was not found guilty on the City charge, 
when the only charge could have been a State offense, as shown 
by the Court records. · 
By Mr. Messick: 
You have read the Seay case and the Eddy case. Our po-
sition is this: That this case was tried on the 25th of Sep-
tember, 1939, and the judgment of the Court is 
page 56] shown by this warrant (indicating). An appeal 
was taken from the judgment of the Court, and the 
case came up here for trial. That once he got on the docket 
of this Court, all jurisdiction of the offense was lost by the 
Civil and Police Court for the City of Roanoke, Virginia. 
That this Court does not have any power to remand a case 
to that Court for any further action, for the reason that the 
jurisdiction of that Court is lost, once his appeal is filed in this 
. Court, and that the proceeding of Judge Austin in issuing a 
warrant, around the 20th of October, 1939, and entering up 
judgment on that warrant, without any trial whatever, ·is an 
absolute nullity. He had no jurisdiction in the world to do· 
it. I think it is well settled in the Seay case, and by the 
Court of Appeals of Virginia, that, once an appeal is filed in 
the Clerk's Office, purs:1ant to statute, that the Justice has no 
further jurisdiction and all proceedings in his Court are null 
and void after that tine. After he has tried him once and 
the judgment is shown by the appeal, he cannot try him again. 
He has no further juri~diction after the last Thursday in Sep-
tember, 1939, when Mr. Brooke said this appeal was filed in 
i:he Clerk's office. Any proceeding that he takes after that is 
a mere nullity and voic.tl, as was decided in the Seay case. 
In the case of Read v. Commonwealth, it was decided that 
this Court had no power to remand a case to the Police Court: 
and there is no provision in the statute giving this Court 
power to remand a case back to the Justice's 
pge 5 7] Court for further pro:eedings. Once this appeal 
was filed in the Clerk's Office, the jurisdiction of that 
Court was completely exhausted and it could take no further 
action in the matter. The proceeding by Judge Austin in is-
.saing the warrant in October and not try:ng the deiendant on 
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the warrant, and sending up his appeal without the request 
of the defendant or his counsel. is a pure nullity, and this pres-
ent warrant on which we are standing trial is void, because the 
whole proceeding is without the jurisdiction of that Court. If 
we took an appeal from his decision of the 25th of September, 
193 9, it was his duty to send it up here at the October term 
of Court. We are here a month later answering a charge under 
a warrant which the issuing Justice said he issued about the 
20th of October, and the defendant has never appeared before 
him since the issuance of the warrant, and the defendant has 
never requested him to take an appeal from what he says is 
his judgment on the warrant before you now.· We have taken 
no appeal from this warrant, which was certainly rendered af-
ter the 20th of October. We have never been given a trial on 
the warrant here before your Honor, and the Constitution en-
titles us to a trial. 
By Mr. Edwards: 
You have not asked for it. 
By the Court: 
You have proven in the record that he was tried. 
By Mr. Messick: 
page 5 8] He could not have been. This was not issued 
until October 20th. 
By the Court: 
You have proven in the record that he was tried and you 
came before me and moved to dismiss the case because they 
sent something up here that he had not been tried on. 
By Mr. Messick: 
I recall what happened at the time. 
By the Court: 
So do I. You are blowing hot one day and cold the next. 
By Mr. Messick: 
No, sir. You asked me if we had a motion to make, af-
ter discussing it in chambers. and I said I would move to dis-
miss, was all that was said. 
By the Court: 
On what grounds? 
My motion was based on the grounds - but I didn't 
state the grounds - your Honor discussed the fact that they 
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changed the charge - that he was tried for violation of a City 
ordinance and it was changed to a State offense and came up on 
the judgment of the Court as a State offense. That would be 
my grounds. 
By the Court: 
What is that ground? 
By Mr. Messick: 
Simply that they had no right to try him on one thing and 
change the offense against him. 
By the Court: 
page 5 9] And that the judgment was void. 
By Mr. Messick: 
I did not take that position. no, sir. I take the position that 
this man has been tried before a Justice. This judgment was 
rendered and an appeal taken from it. That he sent the ap-
peal to this Court and, when it got to this Court. he had no 
further jurisdiction in the world in the matter, and when your 
Honor dismissed the warrant against him, he is forever and 
eternally dismissed of that charge. That is my position. 
By Mr. Smith: 
As to the position they take about signing the orders. 
I might say that Judge Haden signed the Franklin county or-
ders for some time back and the record shows as of that date. 
Now, Malauf was trieJ in the Police Court for having these 
baseball tickets, lottery tickets, baseball pools, etc. An appeal 
was noted. Through a clerical error, the appeal came up 
here. not as it was tried and entered down there - as the City 
of Roanoke against Malauf. but as the State of Virginia against 
Malauf. Your Honor threw it out because of no jurisdiction. 
This Court had only appellate jurisidiction and he was not 
tried on that. The contention is that this Court. on October 
6th, was without jurisdiction to handle it and that the minute 
it came up here. the other Court was without jurisdiction and 
that there is no jurisdiction, which is to deny their client the 
right of an appeal to a jury. 
As far as the Read case is concerned, the Read 
page 60] case was this sort of a proposition. It was decided 
in 1872 and the punishment was fixed at a certain 
num her of lashe;. In the Read case the warrant was sent up 
by the Justice and it was for receiving stolen goods, and he for-
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got to put on there "knowing it to be stolen''. It went back 
and came back and the Supreme Court said that what the other 
Court should have done was to amend the warrant and that he 
should have added the words "knowing them to be stolen." 
The Seay case, I have not read that, but I think we are 
satisfied with the Watts case, annotated under Section 4774 of 
the Code, (99 Va. 872). which reads: 
"A reversal. at the instance of the prisoner, of the 
judgment of a justice of the peace, for formal defects 
in the charge of a misdemeanor, is no bar to further 
prosecution for the same offense." 
The facts are that on October 6th. these gentlemen plead 
to the jurisdiction of the Court-
By Mr. Messick: . 
We entered a plea of not guilty. 
By Mr. Smith: 
This Court dismissed the proceedings here as having no 
jurisdiction. It was remanded and the Judge entered the judg-
ment on the books down there and sent it up for appeal. in 
proper form, and that is what we are here to be heard on today. 
By Mr. Messick: 
Are you asking that the original warrant be now amend-
ed, or that he be tried on the second w.:irrant. 
page 6 1 ] Which one do you take? 
By Mr. Smith: 
I am not asking for anything .. 
By the Court: 
Just a minute. 
By Mr. Messick: 
I have this to say: A similar case has arisen and I want to 
call your attention to a similar case where you dismissed the 
warrant. 
By the Court: 
What is your motion now? 
By Mr. Messick: 
To discharge the defendant - to sustain the plea to dis-
charge the defendant from custody, because the proceedings in 
the issuance of this new warrant around the 20th of October, 
193 9, are null and void, and that the lower court had no juris-
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diction to issue a warrant of that kind and character, after 
the original warrant was placed on the docket of this Court. 
Which motion the Court overruled, the defendant, by 
counsel, excepted to the ruling of the Court, for reas-
ons heretofore stated. 
By Mr. Messick: 
You said you were going to put us all in jail, Judge, if 
we took any record in here, and you had the court reporter 
scared to death. 
By the Court: 
That was just some by play. 
page 62] 
IN COURT 
VOIR DIRE 
(The Clerk here swore the jury to be examined 
on their voir dire). 
Gentlemen of the jury, this is the case of the Common-
wealth - of the City of Roanoke against Joe Malauf, who is 
sitting next to Mr. Scott there ( indicating) . The warrant 
charges him with keeping, or being concerned in keeping, cer-
tain baseball pools and tip board tickets. The defendant is 
presumed to be innocent of this charge, and the burden is on the 
City of Roanoke to prove his guilt beyond a reasonable doubt.-
The question that I ask all jurors is this: Has any juror, have 
any of you gentlemen of this jury. within a period of one 
year, purchased, bought, sold, exhibited or been concerned in 
exhibiting or keeping a baseball pool or tip board tickets for 
the purpose of a lottery. Have any of you? 
By the Jurors: (Collectively) : 
No, sir. 
By the Court: 
None of you gentlemen have. All right. Can and will 
you give to both the City of Roanoke and the defendant a fair 
and impartial trial, basing your verdict on the law and the evi-
dence? 
By the Jurors: (Collectively) : 
Yes, sir. 
By the Court: 
From what you have heard about the case, if 
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page 63) it has been brought to your attention, have any of 
you formed or expressed an opinion with reference 
to the guilt or innocence of the accused? 
By the Jurors: (Collectively): 
No, sir. 
By Mr. Messick: 
We except to the examination on the voir dire. 
By the Court: 
You can put it in there. Of course, it is understood. 
By Mr. Messick: 
We would like to see the Court in Chambers for a few 
minutes. 
IN CHAMBERS 
(In absence of the jury). 
By Mr. Messick: 
Your Honor, there is a man in the jury named Crim. In 
the suit of McClaugherty against McClaughcrty, I represented 
the plaintiff, and Mr. Crim is a brother-in-law of the defend-
ant, Mr. McClaugherty, and Mr. Crim was very active in the 
trial and he testified and I cross-examined him pretty severely, 
·~md you have plenty of jurors here, and I do not th:nk we 
should go to trial with a man like that on the jury: and Mr. 
Scott also has a suit against him. 
By Mr. Scott: 
I recently sued him in your Honor's Court and I have a 
claim against him now. 
By the Court: 
And I am advised by Mr. Scott that there is a 
page 64) man on the jury that buys baseball tips. If you 
will disclose that, I will knock them both off. 
By Mr. Scott: 
I misunderstood by client, your Honor. My client says 
he will not say that the man bought tickets himself, but he 
had seen him around where tickets were sold. 
By the Court: 
I want you to have a fair trial. If I have to strike off 
a juror on a challenge for cause, without evidence, I take your 
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word that it is true - and I know it is true - but if there is 
somebody you have sued or somebody that has been a witness 
in a case that you tried, and there are so many cases you gentle-
men have tried and so many examinations you have conducted, 
and the Legislature has seen fit to give certain exemptions to 
people, I don't know where I would draw a jury from. 
By Mr. Messick: 
You have a number of jur_ors here. 
By the Court: 
Yes, sir; but if I do that, I start a precedent. The law-
yers would say "I sued a man or his brother in law or I rep-
resented his brother's wife in a divorce suit", and so on. I could 
not establish a precedent like that. It would turn up in some 
subsequent case. 
By Mr. Messick: 
It is not a precedent. Here is a man on the jury - I 
know Mr. Fox has done it several times - say here is a man on 
the panel that I had a case against, and he is excused. A man 
might have a prejudice against a lawyer. 
page 65] By Mr. Smith: 
I may have prosecuted some of these men for 
traffic violations. 
By the Court: 
I do not consider that cause sufficient to ask a man to stand 
aside, after the jury has been examined on their voir dire and 
the process of striking is underway. 
By Mr. Messick: 
You recall the McClaugherty case. It was a pretty bitter 
case and Mr. Crim was one of Mr. McClaugherty's chief wit-
nesses. I examined him pretty severe I y. as I recoll~ct it. 
By the Court: 
You cross-examined some of them pretty severe I y. You 
can except. The motion is overruled. 
By Mr. Messick: 
Counsel for the defendant except to the ruling of the 
Court for reasons stated. 
IN COURT 
( In presence of the jury) 
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By Mr. Scott: 
I move the Court to ask the jurors if they have formed 
or expressed an opinion in this case. 
By the Court: 
I have already asked that question. 
By Mr. Scott: 
May I ask that? 
By the Court: 
Yes, sir. 
By Mr. Scott: 
Have any of you gendemen formed or ex-
page 66] pressed an opinion in the present case of the City 
of Roanoke against Joe Malauf, charged with oper-
ating a baseball pool? 
By the Jurors: (Collectively): 
No, sir. 
EVIDENCE FOR COMMONWEAL TH 
SERGEANT H. E. SOWER - Sworn for Commonwealth 
DIRECT EXAMINATION 
By Mr. Smith: 
Q. You are Sergeant H. E. Sower of the Roanoke city 
police department, are you? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Were you with officers E. R. Sowder, J. E. Lemon 
and R. M. Harris or did you call at Joe Malauf' s place on the 
Southeast corner of the new Market house on the market 
square in the city of Roanoke? 
A. I was called there after the raid. 
Q.· · You did not go at first? 
A. No. sir. 
Q. What did you find there? 
A. Around about 1 2: oo o'clock - between 1 2: oo and 
1 : oo o'clock, we got a phone call from officer R. M. Harris to 
come to Malauf' s place on the market. I went there and they 
had some tickets in their hands and they told me, in Joe's pres-
ence, that Joe dropped them from under his arm. 
page 67] 
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A. Those two or three in the little package 
there (indicating). 
By Mr. Messick: 
Do you put those in evidence? 
By Mr. Smith: 
Yes, sir. 
Q. I will ask you to put those in evidence, marked "H. 
E. Sower, Exhibit 1 ". 
A. . I so :file them. 
(Said papers are filed, marked as indicated, and are 
made a part of this record) . 
By the Court: 
Q. How many did you show him? 
A. Three. 
By Mr. 
Q. 
A. 
_ Q. 
A. 
Q. 
boards? 
A. 
know. 
Smith: 
Three unopened tickets? 
Yes, sir. 
What are they? 
Baseball tickets. 
Explain how those tickets operate in baseball tip 
It is "high" and "low" and it is "3 way". I don't 
By Mr. Messick: 
I want to ask the witness a question for the purpose of 
making an objection. 
Q. How do you know how they operate? 
By the Court: The objection is overruled. You 
page 68] can cross examine him. 
By Mr. Messick: 
We except to the ruling of the Court. He should be 
qualified first. 
By Mr. Smith: 
Q. What are they used for? 
A. I don't know sufficient about the numbers and stuff 
to explain those. All I know is what is written on there, 
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marked "3 way high" and "2 way low" and so on. 
Q. Are there numbers there to correspond with the team 
names? 
Counsel for the defendant objects to the question, be-
cause the tickets are in evidence and speak for them-
selves: the objection is overruled and the defendant, by 
counsel, excepts to the ruling of the Court for reasons 
stated. 
A. On these here are numbers marked 01474-D - here 
is a "D" out here past that (indicating) . That is on all three 
of the tickets. They have not been opened. There are some 
numbers inside. 
Q. Don't open them yet. You speak of "high" and 
"low". What represents "high" and "low"? 
Counsel for the defendant objects to the question for 
reasons heretofore assigned; the objection is overruled and the 
defendant, by counsel. excepts to the ruling of the Court for 
reasons stated above. 
A. "High" and "Low" is on the ball game 
page 69] played that day, but I don't know how to explain 
it. I never fooled with them. 
Q. Where Malauf' s place is, is that in the city of Roa-
noke, Virginia? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Was he brought up here and docketed on this charge? 
A. I brought him up in the car and he was searched at 
the switch- board. 
Q. Were there any additional things found on him be-
sides the tickets? 
A. There were some other tickets: I think they are in 
the envelope there (indicating). 
Q. They have not been in your custody, have they? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Were they in officer Sowder' s custody? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Were you present when those were taken off-? 
A. No, sir. 
No Cross Examination 
Witness Stands Aside 
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J. E. LEMON - Sworn for Commonwealth. 
page 70] DIRECT EXAMINATION 
By Mr. Edwards: 
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Q. This is officer J. E. Lemon of the Roanoke police 
department, I believe? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. On September 23rd, about noon, were you working 
the beat that included the City Market? 
A. I was working the back side of the Market; officer 
Harris works the front side. 
Q. Did you, in your line of duty, pass Malauf's place 
on the Southeast corner of Nelson Street and Campbell Ave-
nue? 
A. Harris and I was together in front of the market. 
Q. You mean officer R. M. Harris? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. What attracted your attention and what did you do 
at Malauf's place? 
A. Officer Sowder went in there and I went in behind 
him and a colored boy was in there, and Joe was in the mid-
dle-
Q. (Interrupting) : What position were they stand-
ing in? 
A. They was both standing together, sort of face to 
face. As I went in behind Sowder, he turned to me, and the 
colored boy went past me and officer Sowder said to Malauf 
that he just made a sale to the colored boy ,and officer Harris 
was behind me and I turned to officer Harris-
By Mr. Me::sick: ( Interrupting) : Had he arrested 
page 7 1 ] Malauf then? 
A. No. sir. 
Q. Had any other officer arrested him~ 
A. No, sir. 
By Mr. Edwards: 
Q. Go ahead and repeat all that was said; what was 
said: ~hat did Mr. Sowder say and what took place? 
By Mr. Mess:ck: We object to that. A man that is under 
suspicion there by the officer~ of the law, under those circum-
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stances-there is no duty on him to say anything, and we object 
to anything said in his presence. 
The foregoing objection was overruled, and the de-
fendant, by counr:;el, excepted to the ruling of the 
Court, for reasons above stated. 
By Mr. Edwards: 
Q. Go ahead, Mr. Lemon. 
A. Officer Sowder, as I went in behind him, said "he just 
made a sale to the Colored boy''-
Q. (Interrupting) : What is that? 
A. He said "he just made a sale to the colored boy". and 
I turned to officer Harris and asked him to catch the colored 
boy.--
Same Objection 
Overruled 
Exeception 
A. ( Continuing) : I turned back and Malauf 
page 72] folded back his hands like this (indicating), and I 
asked "what he had in his hands", and he turned 
one and said "I have change", and I said, "\Vhat is in the other 
hand", keeping my eyes on him and watching him very close, 
and he said "nothing". For some little time he would not 
show me and finally he done this way (indicating), and held 
his arm close to him and showed me in his hand, and I asked 
"what was under his arm", and he said "nothing". and about 
three minutes passed, and I walked in the lane of the counter, 
keeping my eyes on him, because his father-in-law was stand-
ing behind him close, and I had to watch both of them in 
there together, and a man come to me and asked me something 
-I don't remember, but I kept my eyes on him and Malauf 
opened his arm, and, as he did, three tickets dropped to the 
floor. 
Q. Were those the tickets offered in evidence by Sergeant 
Sower? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Have thos~ tickets been opened? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Is the team or teams listed underneath the folded 
part, strapped by a band? 
A. Yes. sir. 
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Q. There are three unopened tickets there, are there not? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did you fj.nd any later with the same serial number? 
A. Only what was found on him; only 
page 73] what was found on him when he was brought to 
headquarters. 
Q. Tell what was found on him when he was brought 
to headquarters and searched at the switch-board? 
A. These tickets were not opened and the ones opened 
were in Joe's pants pocket. 
Q. Take those open tickets and tell what is on them 
and what numbers they bear? 
A. These numbers were found by officer Sowder in the 
market on the back of these blank checks (indicating). 
Q. Wher~ were they found? 
A. These were found behind the cash register. 
Q. They were blank checks. were they? 
A. Yes, sir. · 
Q. And on the back are listed these numbers (indicat-
ing)? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. They were found behind the case register? 
A. Yes,· sir. 
Q. Do these corre:;pond to anything found by you and 
officer Sowder? 
A. The serial numbers on here corresponded with those 
numbers wrote on the back of the checks. 
Q. Where were the serial numbers of these seventeen 
baseball, opened, tickets found? 
A. In Joe's pocket. 
Q. And those serial numbers correspond to the num-
bers on the back of the checks, found behind the 
page 7 4] the cash register. Is that true? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did you find anything else on him? 
A. Tickets that was not opened. 
Q. These three packages ( indicating) ? 
A. They were in his pants pocket. 
Q. I want to offer these in evidence, along with the open-
ed ones and these blank checks. 
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A. I so file them. 
(Said papers are marked as Exhibits and made a part 
of this record) . 
Q. What is on these folded baseball tickets? 
A. Inside this band? 
Q. No, sir - outside. What do they represent? 
A. It reads "Serial numbers"-
Counsel for the defendant objects to the question and 
moves to strike the answer from the record, because the 
papers speak for themselves and the jury can read them. 
A. (Continuing) : It says "3 ways" -
Counsel for the defendant makes the same objection: 
the foregoing objections are overruled and the defend-
ant, by counsel, excepts to the ruling of the Court for 
reasons stated . 
. A. (Continuing): It says "3 way" and the serial 
number is "01474" - ''2 leagues''. 
Q. Do they correspond with the numbers found in his 
hand? 
A. Yes, sir. 
page 7 5 ] Q. These were all sealed and closed m his 
pocket? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Tell us roughly how that confectionary store is ar-
ranged and located and about the mirror behind the fountain? 
A. There are three doors there. Two face on Camp-
bell Avenue and one on Nelson Street. As you go in-there 
is a door here (indicating) and a door here (indicating) and 
one here (indicating), and it is right on the corner. Here is 
the candy counter (indicating), and the cigar counter is here 
and the soda fountain here (indicating), and behind the soda 
fountain is a big mirror. The leagues and the teams are all 
marked on the score board. Right at the end of the mirror. he 
has a ticker. 
Q. What is a "ticker"? 
A. It comes in and gives the score of the games - it 
is a long tape, giving the score of the games. 
Q. That is the western end of the store. where they have 
the scores, is it? 
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A. Yes, sir. 
Q. How many people were in there at the time? 
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A. As well as I remember, there were three or four at 
this time. 
Q. Mr. Lemon, have you observed this place on previous 
occasions? 
page 
A. Yes, sir; I have passed by it several times. 
Q. Tell the jury what observations. you have 
76] made relative to the operation of the tick~r'. and the 
score board and similar operations? . 
Counsel for the defendant objects to the question; the 
objection is overruled and the defendant, by counsel. 
excepts to the ruling of the Court.. · 
A. I have passed there and right at the soda fountain 
there is crowds there, I will say that run from one to :20 or 
25. I have saw big crowds there. anywhere from one to· four 
o'clock. 
Q. What were they doing .there, or could you tell about 
that? 
A. It was so crowded, just looking through there, all 
I could tell they was watching the score board or the tic~r. 
Q. Were they com paring anything on their persons or 
in their hands? 
Counsel for the defendant objects to the question. 
A. I could not see anything in the way of baseball tick-
ets. They watched me pretty close. 
Q. How often did you observe these crowds there? 
A. I have been by there on several occasions; working 
day-light in that section, I practically go by there once a day. 
Q. Is this place in the City of Roanoke? 
A. Yes, sir. 
No Cross Examination 
Witness Stands Aside 
E. R. SOWDER -- Sworn for the Commonwealt~ 
DIRECT EXAMINATION 
By Mr. Smith: 
' I 
Q. You are E. R. Sowder, a police officer of the City 
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of Roanoke, are you not? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Were you with officer Harris on this visit to Joe Ma-
lauf s place on September 23rd, about noon? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Please state what you found there? 
A. Officers Harris and Lemon and myself had a warrant 
for Joe Malauf's place on Campbell Avenue. I was stand1ng 
across the street and I noticed that Joe was sweeping up the 
floor in the center of the store. I noticed several different 
people come in and Joe would take something out of his pock-
et and hand to them and they would hand him money and 
walk out. This colored fellow walked in and he made a sim-
ilar sale. 
Q. Could you see what, if anything, he handed to the 
colored man? 
A. As the colored man walked out of the door, he was 
opening something. 
Q. Do you know what it was? 
A. No, sir: I could not see. 
Q. 
A. 
Was it a paper? 
I don't know: he had it in the palm of his hand. 
As we walked in, Malauf had three extra ones in 
page 78] his hands that he put under his arm when we went 
in, and I searched back of the counter and found 
th.ese ( indicating) behind the cash register. 
Q. What is that, Mr. Sowder (indicating papers) ? 
A. It is his record, I imagine, to keep his-
Counsel for the defendant objects to the answer and 
moves to strike the same from the record. 
A. (Continuing): -winning numbers on_. 
By the Court: 
The objection is sustained. 
By Mr. Smith: 
I want to put these in (indicating) as Sowder's Exhibit. 
(Said papers are filed as indicated and made a part of 
this record) . 
Q. I will ask you if on any of these appear numbers 
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that correspond to the serial numbers of the tip board chances, 
-baseball chances, before you? 
A. All of these we found-
Counsel for the defendant objects to the question and 
the objection is sustained. 
By the Court: 
Nobody said here that they were on the baseball tickets. 
By Mr. Smith: . 
Q. What are these (indicating) ? 
A. They are baseball pool tickets. 
page 79] Q. Do the serial numbers on there (indicat-
ing) correspond with the numbers on the back of 
the checks? 
A. All of them do: all of these that are opened, yes, 
Sit. 
Q. On the three blank checks. read the writing on there 
( indicating) . 
A. (Reading): ''2-way - High 5 - 6'': and then 
there is a cross line; then "2-way - Low - 7 - 8"; then "3-
way - High - 5. 6, 16": and '"3-way - Low - 7, 8, 11." 
I don't know what that is, something about "High". Then 
"4-way High - 5. 6, 1 2, 16" and "5, 6, 14, 16": and then 
"4-way Low - 7, 8, 1 I. 12" and "7, 8, 11, 14." 
Q. Do you know about the operation of baseball pool 
tickets; do you know how they operate? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. You said that Mr. Malauf ·put three under his arm? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Show how he did that; stand up and show that? 
A. As we walked in, he had them in his hand. and. 
when we walked in. he had them like that (indicating) -
By Mr. Messick: (Interrupting) : 
Did you see them in his hand? 
A. I don't know how else they could have gotten m 
there. unless he put them there. 
By Mr. Smith: 
page 80] Q.' Did they come from under his left arm? 
A. Yes, sir. 
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Q. Did you see that? 
A. No. sir. Mr. Lemon saw that. 
By Mr. Messick: 
We move to strike the evidence of this witness, because 
it is based on somebody's else testimony. 
The objection and motion is overruled and the defend-
ant, by counsel, excepts to the ruling of the Court. 
for reasons stated. 
Witness Stands Aside 
.. \··. 
R. L. MOORE - Sworn for the Commonwealth. 
DIRECT EXAMINATION 
By Mr. Smith: 
Q. Your name is R. L. Moore and you ai:e a police offi-
cer of the city of Roanoke, are you not? 
A. Yea, sir. 
Q. W~re you on this raid? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Are you familiar with the operation of baseball pool 
tickets? · 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Take one there and explain how they operate. 
By Mr. Mess.ick: 
page· 8 1 J We object to that, unless he shows the specific 
oper:ation on the ticket a.nd what base.ball pool it 
was - what it was and what chance he was getting.-and not 
whc\t some other operation was. 
The foregoing objection was overruled and the de-
fenda.n.t, by coun&el, exce.pted to the reuling of the 
Court, for reasons assigned above. 
By Mr. Smith: 
Q. Are they baseball pool tickets before you there (indi-
cating) ? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Take one of them and explain it to the jury? 
A. This ticket (indicating). is a "2-way" ticket. This 
ticket has a serial number and a number for each team. It has 
I 
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sixteen teams and I think they run from Io I to 116. These 
numbers on here have combinations. Sometimes they pay on 
combinations of two of these numbers - two teams, such as 
Chicago and Saint Louis Nationals. Or it may be the Ameri-
can League and the National League. They have sixteen 
teams; and this depends on whether Chicago and Saint Louis 
are the highest teams that day. 
Q. The highest in what? 
A. In the score. 
Q. That is the number of runs? 
A; Yes, sir; the high score in runs will win the high 
score that day. If these two teams had the low score, they 
would win on the low score, whatever the pot was 
page 82] for the low - for hitting the low. 
Q. What does the 2-way combination sell 
for? 
A. They sell at various prices - anywhere from··ten to 
twenty -five. 
Q. And is that cents ot dollars? 
A. Cents. 
Q. Do you know what· ten cents paid for high or low 
score? 
A. No, sir; I don't know exactly what they sold for; 
what price the pot would be, no, sir. 
Q. There are a number of these tickets on the witness 
stand before you (indicating); do you know of any other use 
they are put to, except as baseball pool tickets? 
A. Not in my experience, no, sir. 
Q. You were not on this raid? 
A. No, sir. 
No Cross Examfoation 
Witness Stands Aside 
R. M. HARRIS - Sworn for the Commonwealth 
DIRECT EXAMINATION 
By Mr. Edwards: Q. You are officer R. M. Harris of the Roanoke city 
police force, I believe? 
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A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Is it your duty to work the beat which in-
page 83] eludes Mr. Malauf's premises? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Were you doing that on the 23rd of September, and 
were you on this raid on that day abqut noon? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. How was your attention called to this and what did 
you do and what did you observe? . 
A. Officers Sowder and Lemon and myself went there 
about 12: 15. Mr. Sowder stood across the street in civilian 
clothes and watched Mr. Malauf and ~his negro in the store, 
outside the door; and Mr. Lemon and I went inside the market 
house and waited to see Mr. Sowder go in. 
Q. You mean the meat market? 
A. Yes, sir; and Mr. Lemon followed Mr. Sowder in 
and I followed Mr. L.emon · in and the negro ran out the door 
and I went to catch him and I brought him back and, as I 
called Sergeant Sower, the negro ran again and I didn't catch 
him again. 
Q. For what interval of time did you have him? 
A. Just about one minute. 
Q. Did you have time to search him? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Did he make any statement to you? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Then what happened? 
A. I called Serge'1nt Sower and we searched 
page 84] the place and we arrested Mr. Malauf and taken him 
to headquarters and searched him. 
Q. You had other duties to perform then, did you? 
A. Yes, sir: a fellow got sick in the market house and I 
looked after that, after they brought him to headquarters. 
Q. You work along there as a rule, do you? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Have you observed that place from time to time and 
the operations inside there? 
A. Yes, sir. You can walk by there and see five or ten 
men by the soda fountain and there is a big mirror behind 
there and a ticker and a score board and there is a big counter 
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before the mirror and they always look at me and turn their 
heads and walk to the middle of the floor. 
Q. Did you know, as far away as you were, what they 
were doing, and what activity was going on in that crowd 
there? 
A. No, sir; I didn't know what was going on. 
Q. What were they doing? 
A. The last time I saw them, they were holding their 
hands down and looking at the score board. 
Q. Do you know what was in their hands? 
A. No, sir; they had their backs to me. 
Q. Who was operating the place while these observa-
tions of yours went on? 
A. Mr. Malauf stays there from 7: oo o'clock 
page 85] in the morning until Io: oo o'clock nights. 
Q. Was he there at .the time you saw these 
crowds of men in there? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Are you acquainted with the use of those tickets on 
the table in front of you there ( indicating) ? 
A. No, sir. I would not say that I was. 
Q. Do you know what they are? 
A. The serial number of these tickets (indicating), cor-
respond with the numbers on the tickets found behind the cash 
register. 
for? 
Q. 
A. 
Q. 
A. 
Q. 
A. 
Q. 
Do you know what these things are (indicating) ? 
These are bareball tickets, yes, sir. 
Used for the purpose of doing what? 
Used for gambling. 
Is that what is called a baseball lottery? 
Yes, sir. 
Do you know of any other purpose they are used 
A. No, sir. 
CROSS EXAMINATION 
By Mr. Scott: 
Q. What is your name? 
A. R. M. Harris. 
Q. You caught the darkey, did you~ 
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you? 
A. 
Q. 
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Yes, sir. 
And you took him back to Mr. Malauf' s place, did 
A. Yes, sir. 
page 86] Q. Did you ask him if he bought any tickets 
from Mr. Malauf? 
A. No, sir; I didn't have much time to ask him. 
Q. He was there until somebody fainted and there was 
some · excitemen, and during that tinie he walked off; is that 
correct? 
A. No, sir, he didn't walk off. I brought him back in-
side _the place, and, as I went to call Sergeant Sower, this negro 
ran agam. 
Q. Did you see him run? 
A. He left. He was not there when I came back. 
Q. You don't know :wheth~r he ran or walked, do you? 
A. He was not there when I came back. 
Q. You brought him there and he left the place. Is 
that rig~t? 
A.· ·· Yes, sir. . 
Q. You heard him de.ny that he bought any tickets from 
Mr. Malauf, didn't you? 
A. No. sir. 
·. Q. You did not hear that? 
A. No, sir. 
Witness Stands Aside. 
THE CITY RESTS 
By Mr. Messick: 
page 87] We want to make a motion, your Honor. 
IN CHAMBERS 
( In absence of jury) 
By Mr. Messick: 
We move the Court to strike the evidence in this case on 
the grounds of our inotion to dismiss this prosecution, and to 
discharge the defendant from custody, because the proceedings 
in the lower Court were without jurisdiction, and because this 
man was placed in jeopardy and the Court dismissed the war-
rant at the last term of Court, and I am of the opinion that 
under the statute, as amended, your Honor has concurrent juris-
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diction with the Trial Justice Court, and up here he was. 
charged with the, violation· of the state law in connection· with 
the very same tickets. These tickets have been introduced in 
evidence - all of these tickets are the same tickets involved in 
both of the warrants sent to this Court. Will you agree to 
that, without our offering proof as to it? 
By Mr. Smith: 
Yes, sir. 
S'fIPULATION 
It is agreed that these are the same tickets on both war-
rants, introduced as Exhibits I and 2, and in your H~nor.'s dis.-
missal of the warrant at the last term of Court. 
By Mr. Messick: 
page 88] (Continuing). That the defendant has been 
· placed in jeopardy. whether the jury was sworn or 
not, and the Court asked to dismiss him. That is one of the 
grounds for striking the evidence in this case and a dismissal of 
the proceedings. Also be.cause there. is no proof in this record 
that these tickets were tickets in any baseball pool, for which 
any prize was offered or any consideration paid or any chance· 
taken. As to how they may operate with some other tickets, 
we are not concerned; and as to how some one else may operate. 
them, we are not concerned with that. There is no proof here 
that this man operated· any baseball pool, in which any prize 
or consideration was given or any chance taken involving the 
tickets or the pieces of paper introduced in evidence~ Further-
more, that the tickets found in this man's possession, in his pock-
et, is no proof that he was the operator of any baseball pool. 
The foregoing motion was overruled by the Court and 
the de·fendant, by counsel. excepted to the ruling of the Court, 
for reasons a hove stated. 
By the Court: 
Do you gentlemen want to put on anything? 
By· Mr. Messick: 
No. sir. 
By Mr. Scott: 
Just a minute: there may be one. \V?. want to recall Mr. 
Lemon for one question. 
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By the Court: 
And then are you going to put on anything? 
By Mr. Messick: 
page 89] No, sir. 
By the Court: 
What about Instructions? 
By Mr. Messick: 
We want to see what instructions the Commonwealth has 
to offer. 
By Mr. Smith: 
We ask for oral instructions. 
By the Court: 
If you ask ·for any instructions, what are they? 
By Mr. Messick: 
We do not know what oral instructions will be given. We 
except to any instructions in this case. 
By the Court: . 
I will instruct the jury as I usually do. un.der the statute. 
for the Commonwealth, that.if they believe beyond a. reason~ble 
doubt that this man kept or exhibited or had in his possession 
for sale or sold baseball pool tickets or chances, in a lottery, they · 
should find him guilty and fix his punishment ~s prescribed by 
law. Ar~ you going to ask for· any other instructions? · 
By Mr. Messick: 
We want a reasonable doubt instruction and. a circumstan-
tial evidence instruction. 
By the Court: 
You better prepare one for circumstantial evidence. I will 
not instruct on circumstantial evidence. It is direct testimony. 
They found these in his possession. 
By Mr. Messick: , 
We except to the refusal of the Court to instruct on cir-
cumstantial evidence, and 'Y~· except to the Court's 
page 90] giving any instruction that he says he will give, as 
improper and not applicable to the case. 
IN COURT 
( In presence of jury) . 
Joe Malouf vs. City of Roanoke 
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Q. Mr. Lemon, there has been some testimony here about 
some darkey who was there and then who was not there. You 
questioned a darky there beside the door in Malauf' s place, 
about buying baseball pool tickets, didn't you? 
A. I don't remember whether or not I asked him. 
Q. You remember him being asked, do you? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Do you remember his denying that he bought any 
baseball· pool tickets at t.he place? 
A. Yes, sir; I remember he said he didn't buy none from 
him. 
Witness Stands Aside . 
. ORAL INSTRUCTION 
page 9 1 ] By the Court: 
Gentlemen of the Jury: The Court instructs the 
jury that. in every criminal case, a person charged with the com-
mission of a crime is presumed to be innocent of the charge. 
That presumption go~;; with the accused throughout the case 
and rem~ins with him, unless and until it has been overcome by 
the Stat~ proving his nuilt · beyond a reasonable dou.bt. The 
burden, therefore, rests on the prosecution in this case to prove 
the guilt of the accused beyond a reasonable doubt, before the 
jury would. have the right. to convict. · 
If you believe from the evidence in this case, beyond a 
reasonable doubt, that the defendant, Joe Malauf, kept, pos-
sessed or· exhibited for the purpose of gambling or the conduct 
of a lottery, any baseball pool or ~vidence of chance or chances 
in any lot.tery or gaming device, you should find him guilty. If 
you find him guilty~ the punishment prescribed by law is a jail 
sentence of .·not less than one month, nor more than twelve 
months, and a fine of any amount of not less than $ I 00.00, nor 
more than $500.00. If you find him guilty, the punishment' 
prescribed by law is a fine and jail sentence, both. 
If you find him not guilty, say so and no more. 
If from the whole evidence you entertain a reasonable 
doubt that he possessed, kept or exhibited for purposes of gamb-
ling; any baseball pool or ticket or evidence of any chance or 
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chances in such baseball pool, you should resolve that 
page 92] doubt in his favor and find him not guilty. Do you 
want to argue the case? 
By Mr. Messick: 
Just let the jury take it. 
The jury then retired to. their room and a.fter a time. re-
turned back into Court with the· following verdict: 
· 'We, the jury, find= the· defendant, Joe Malauf, guilty of 
posesssion of baseball. l'ottery tickets for sale, and fix his 
punishment at $ 100.00 fine and thirty days in jail. 
"D. F. Crim, 
Foreman of the jury." 
By Mr. Scott: 
I move the Court to set aside the verdict of the jury, as 
contrary to the law and the evidence; for misdirection of the 
jury, and for reasons made in. our previous motion before the 
case went to the jury. The same motion previously made in the 
record. 
Which motion the Court took time to consider. 
I, J. Lindsey Almond, Junior, Judge of the Hust-
page· 9 3] ings Court for the City of Roanoke, Virginia. do 
hereby certify that the foregoing is a true and correct 
stenographic copy or report of all the testimony that was intro-
duced, and other· incidents of the trial therein, including all the 
instructions~ given, amended or refused, all Exhibits or other 
writings introduced in evidence or presented to the Trial Court, 
all questions raised and all rulings thereon, in the case of the 
City of Roanoke, Virginia, v. Joseph (N. D.) Malauf, tried in 
the Hustings Court for the· City of Roanoke, Virginia. on 
Thursday, the 9th day of November, 193 9; and it appears in 
writing ·that the attorneys for the City of Roanoke, Virginia. 
have had reasonable notice of the time and place when this re-
port of the testimony and other incidents of trial would be 
tendered and presented to the undersigned for certification. 
which is certified within sixty days after final judgment. 
Given under my hand this the 20th day of June, 1940. 
J. L. ALMOND. JR .. 
Judge. 
I, R. J. Watson, Clerk of the Hustings Court for 
page 94] the City of Roanoke, Virginia. do hereby certify that 
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the foregoing stenographic copy or report of testi-
mony and other incidents in the trial of the case of the City 
of Roanoke, Virginia, v. Joseph (N. D.) Malauf. was filed with 
me as Clerk of the said Court, on the 20th day of June, 1 940. 
COURT'S OPINION 
R. J. WATSON, 
Clerk. 
page 95] On the 25th day of September 1939. the defend-
ant, Joe Malouf. was tried in the Civil & Police 
Court for the City of Roanoke on a charge of violating Section 
8 of Chapter 68 of the Ordinances of said City. 
Section 8 of Chapter 6 8 reads as follows: 
"Gaming tables, etc. 
"If any person keep or exhibit, for the purpose of 
gaming or lottery. any gaming table or bank. with or 
without name, wheel of fortune, or slot machine, or 
pin-ball machine, or tip board, or punch board, or 
pigeon hole table, or baseball pool, or race horse pool. 
or football pool, or a pool of any nature or description, 
or evidence of any chance or chances in any lottery, or 
any gaming device. apparatus or paraphernalia used in 
gaming, or:,.-be a partner or be concerned or interested. 
either as owner. operator or employee, in the keeping, 
exhibiting or operating of. any such device, apparatus or 
paraphernalia, he shall be confined in jail not less than 
one nor more than twelve months and fined not less than 
one hundred dollars nor more than five hundred dol-
lars. 
"Any such table. bank. board. machine or other de-
vice, apparatus or paraphernalia shall be seized: and any 
money seized in connection therewith shall be disposed 
of as provided by section 46 76 of the Virginia Code of 
1936." 
At the time of the defendant· s trial in Police Court no formal 
warrant embodying the charges against him had been issued nor 
was one demanded by him, as might have been done, pursuant 
m the prov_sions of se:tion 4992 of the Code of Virginia. 
At the Police Court hearing the Issuing Justice for the City 
of Roanoke acted in the place and stead of the Police Justice. the 
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latter being absent from his office on that day. This substitu-
tion of the Issuing Justice for the· Police Justice is pro-
vided for by section 27 of the City Charter. 
page 96) The record is clear that the defendant was arrested, 
do_cketed, tried and convicted in Police Court for a 
violation of the Ordinance above quoted. The Court imposed a 
fine of $250.00 and 90 days in jail. From this conviction the 
defendant then and there.noted an appeal to the Hustings Court. 
Subsequent to the Police Court conviction and prior to the 
certification of the appeal to the Clerk of'the Hustings Court the 
punishment was reduced to a fine of $300.00 and 30 days in· 
jail by the Issuing Justice who sat in the case. The Issuing Jus-
dce testified that this change in the sentence was made upon 
the request of counsel for the defendant. Be that as it may, the 
fact remains that it was made with the consent of defendant 
and his counsel. 
In due course the appeal was transmitted to the Clerk of 
the Hustings Court. docketed and set for trial on the 6th day 
of October 1939. During the process of the examination of 
the voir dire it came to the attention of the trial court that the 
defendant had been arrested, tried and convicted in the Police 
Court for a violation of a City Ordinance, had promptly noted 
:m appeal from this conviction, and was now confronted for 
the first time with an appeal .warrant charging him with an of-
fense against the Commonwealth of Virginia. Before the jury 
had beerl sworn to try the issue, counsel for the defendant moved 
the Court to dismiss the warrant on the ground that the defend-
ant had never been tried and convicted in the Police Court for 
any offense against the Commonwealth of Virginia. Following 
the principle laid down in Eddy ·v. Commonwealth. 
page 97] 119 Va. 873, the Court sustained the Motion to dis-
miss, and Entered the Following Order: 
"This day came the Attorney for the Commonwealth 
of Virginia and the defendant, Joe Malouf. came into 
Court in obedience to his recognizance and thereupon 
the defendant, by counsel, moved the Court to dismiss 
this appeal on the grounds that the judgment of the Po-
lice Justice is a void judgment, which motion the Court 
sustained and the appeal is hereby dismissed. · 
"Thereupon it appearing to the Court that the de-
fendant, Joe Malouf. was tried and convicted in Police 
Co~~t on a charge of Violating Section 8 of Chapter 68 
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of the City Ordinances and noted an appeal from the 
judgment of said Court and the appeal was sent up to 
the Hustings Court of the City of Roanoke, Virginia, 
on a Commonwealth warrant, and it further appearing 
to the Court that the Civil and Police Justice has prior 
jurisdiction in the trial of misdemeanors, it is there-
fore ordered that the warrant in this case be and the 
same is hereby remanded to said Civil and Police Jus-
tice for further or any proceedings of which he may be 
advised in the premises." 
Subsequent to the 6th day of October 1939, the Acting Po-
lice Justice, who had presided over the original hearing on Sep-
tember 25, 1939, signed another warrant embodying his judg-
ment thereon, which warrant charged the defendant with a vio-
lation of and which judgment convicted him of a violation of 
the City Ordinance on which charge, · without a warrant, he 
had been arraigned and tried in Police Court on September 25, 
1939. From this specific conviction the defendant had noted 
his appeal at the conclusion of the Police Court trial on Sep-
tember 25th. This latter warrant was certified as an appeal 
to the Hustings Court and set for trial on the gtp day of No-
vember 1939. 
It appears from the record that the Civil and Police Jus-
tice, Hon. Harris S. Birchfield, was on duty the day that this 
warrant with the judg1~ent thereon was signed by the Acting 
Police Justice, Hon. W. J. Austin. It further ap-
page 98] pears that neither the defendant, his counsel, nor ~he 
Attorney for the Commonwealth was present when 
the warrant was so signed. 
With reference to the Act:ng Justice signing a warrant for 
the certification of an appeal to the Hustings Court .it appears 
that warrants with the judgment thereon are not made out and 
signed in the office of the Police Justice unless an appeal is per-
fected. When an appeal is perfected then the warrant and 
judgment is signed by the officer who actually sat in judgment 
when the case was tried. 
\Vhen the case was calied for trial in the Hustings Court 
on November 9. 1939. the defendant filed his plea of autrefois 
acquit alleging in substance that the entry of a judgment of 
conviction against him by the Police Justice on a State offense 
had the effect and amounted to an acquittal on the charge of 
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violating the City Ordinance; that the judgment subsequently 
entered finding the defendant guilty of violating the City ordi-
nance was void by reason of the prior appeal of the State of-
fense and also because the Civil and Police Justice was on duty 
and the Issuing Justice had no authority to act. 
The Court overruled the motion to dismiss based on the 
plea of former jeopardy and the various motions made by coun-
sel for the defendant prior to trial. The case was submitted 
to a jury and the defendant was found guilty with his punish-
ment being fixed at a fine of $ 1 oo. oo and 3 o days in jail. 
Whereupon counsel for the defendant moved the Court to set 
aside the verdict of the jury for reasons assigned. 
page 99] It is this motion after verdict that is now being con-
sidered. 
The questions raised will be treated in the order in which 
they appear from the record for the reason that counsel for the 
defendant, in compliance with an order of this Court entered 
on the 4th day of March, 1940, directing that briefs be filed 
in support of their contentions, filed a statement with the Court 
adopting as defendant's "brief, the arguments of his counsel 
made in the Trial Court, all of which appear at pages 47, 48. 
49, 5 o, 5 1 and 5 2 of the transcript of evidence." 
The first question raised deals with the authority of the 
Issuing Justice to sign a misdemeanor warrant and judgment 
thereon for the purpose of certifying an appeal to the Hustings 
Court of a case which he actually tried on a prior date during 
the absence of the Police Justice. 
Counsel for the defendant concede that by virtue of Sec-
tion 2 7 of the Roanoke City Charter, Acting Police Justice 
Austin had au.thority to try the defendant when the case was 
called in Police Court. This concession is made on the ground 
that Austin was acting in the absence of Police Justice Birch-
field, but they contend that even though the Police Con.rt was 
lawfully and properly constituted when the defendant was 
tried, yet the Acting Justice who proper! y heard the case could 
not some days later reduce the charge with his accompanying 
judgment to writing in the form of a warrant and certify to 
the appellate court an appeal noted by the defendant at the 
conclusion of a hearing over which the Acting Justice consti-
tutionally presided. 
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The Police Court of the City of Roanoke is not a 
page I oo] court of record. When a misdemeanor case is 
tried the Police Justice enters no order pertaining to 
same. A memorandum of the charge and the judgment of the 
Court is kept thru the use of an alphabetical card system with 
the fines and judgments being recorded by the Police Clerk. 
Acting Police Justice Austin had authority to try the case 
against the defendant. The defendant had a right to note an 
appeal from the pronounced .decision of the Police Justice with-
in ten days from the date of the pronouncement. Then it 
would seem to unquestionably follow that the Police Justice 
who actually sat in judgment would ·not only have authority 
to sign the warrant and the judgment thereon certifying an 
appeal to the Hustings Court, but that it became his duty to 
do so ,after the defendant had noted his appeal. . The fact that 
the Police Justice was on duty at the time the appeal was noted, 
or at the time the Acting Police Justice signed the warrant 
and judgment to be certified as an a~ppeal to the next term of the 
Hustings Court under the provisions of Sec. 4989 of the Code 
of Virginia, has no bearing on the matter. 
We must not lose sight of .the fact that when the defend-
ant was tried in Police Court on September 25, 1939, no form-
al warrant had issued ~nd at the trial none was demanded by 
the defendant. (Sec. 4992, Code of Virginia.) As far as 
the record discloses no warrant ever issued for the arrest of the 
defendant. The warrant and judgment subsequently signed 
by the Acting .Police J astice was for the sole purpose of en-
abling the defendant to perfect his appeal to a court of record 
and furnishing to that Court a record of the charge and the 
judgment from which the appeal had been taken. 
page Io 1 ] Referring now to the proceedings in this Court 
when the fast appeal was called for tr.ial on Oc-
tober 6, 1939, it was disclosed to this Court from the memo-
randum attached to the warrant and by the statements of coun-
sel for the defendant v:hich were admitted by the Common-
wealth's Attorney that the defendant had been tried in Police 
Court on September 25, 1939, on a specific charge of violating 
Sec. 8, C1apt. 68 of a ·City Ordina.nce and that judgment was 
the:n and there pronounced hy the Police Justice finding the .cle-
i·enda·nt guilty as c~arged and that from this decision tfue de-
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fendant at that time noted an appeal and executed an appeal 
bond. 
The warrant disclosed that the appeal noted by the de-
fendant had not been certified to this Court, that while he 
had been tried and convicted in a case of The City of Roanoke 
v. Malouf he was for the first time being confronted with an 
appeal under the style of The Commonwealth of Virginia v. 
Malouf, with the warrant reciting a State offense. 
On motion being made by counsel for defendant to dis-
miss the proceeding on the ground that this Court had no 
jurisdiction the motion was sustained as reflected by the order 
entered at that time and herein recited. 
This court then took and now adheres to the view that 
the Police Court had exclusive original jurisdiction over the 
offense: that chapter 2 7 of the City Charter, when read with 
section 4987-f of the Virginia Code confers such jurisdiction 
as to violations of City Ordinances as well as to misdemeanors 
under State law and that the prosecution could not originate in 
this Court. 
This Court further took and now adheres to the 
page 102] view that in as much as the defendant was ar-
raigned, tried and convicted for a violation of the 
City Ordinance and noted his appeal from that conviction the 
Police Justice is performing the ministerial act of certifying 
that appeal had no authority to change the charge and judg-
ment against him, either or both, so as to make him answer on 
appeal in the appellate court to a case of the Commonwealth 
of Virginia. The defendant had not been tried and convicted 
in Police Court on a Commonwealth Charge and therefore had 
not noted an appeal from a conviction on any such charge. 
The judgment as certified by the Police Justice was therefore 
void and this Court acquired no jurisdiction to dispose of the 
case on its merits. Eddy v. Commonwealth, 119 Va. 873. 
Insofar as the plea of former jeopardy relates to the 
proceedings in this Court on October 6th, 1939, the plea is over-
ruled on the ground that this Court was without jurisdiction in 
the premises and hence the defendant was not at any time in 
jeopardy. 
Exception has been taken by the defendant to that phase 
of the order of dismissal entered by this Court on October 6th, 
whereby it was undertaken to remand the warrant to the Civil 
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and Police Justice "for further or any proceedings of which he 
may be advised in the premises . ., 
I am of the opinion that this Court had no right to re-
mand the State warrant back to the Police Justice. There was 
nothing before this Court that it could remand. By virtue of 
the appeal which was certified to this court it acquired no juris-
diction over the defendant or over the alleged pro-
page 103] ceedings in the Police Court. The appeal which 
the defendant had taken from the pronounced 
judgment of the Police Justice had not been certified to this 
Court and as far as this Court was concerned the case of City 
of Roanoke v. Malouf was still a Police Court proceeding over 
which this Court had not acquired jurisdiction. That phase 
in the order may therefore be treated as mere surplusage as it 
could not and did not affect the status of the defendant before 
this Court or before the Police Court. 
The case of Read v. Common wealth. 24 Gratt, 6 x 8. has 
been cited by counsel for the defendant dealing with the remand 
phase of this order. The Read case is not in point for th~ 
reason that when the appeal was taken and allowed in that 
case the upper court acquired jurisdiction to dispose of the en-
tire case de novo. When the upper court acquired jurisdiction 
the magistrate's court was immediately divested of jurisdiction 
for all time and for all purposes. In the instant case, the ap-
peal taken was not sent to this Court and it was not vested 
with original jurisdiction and its appellate jurisdiction. if any, 
could not be exercised over a case that had not been tried and 
appealed to it from the Police Court On October 6th, counsel 
took the position that their client had never been tried and con-
victed on a State charge and that they had not exercised their 
right of appeal as to any such charge hence this Court. under 
the Eddy case (supra) was without jurisdiction. But urging 
the rule laid down in the Read case (supra) they seem now to 
take the view that this Court did acquire jurisdiction under the 
appeal certified as a State offense. If this be true, then upon 
what ground did they b~e their motion to dismiss? 
Counsel for the de~ endan t further take the po-
page r 04] sition tbJt attcr the proceedings in this Court on 
October 6th had terminated by the order of dis-
missal, the A::ting Police Justice who presided over the trial of 
the defendant on ~c:->tcmber 25th then proceeded to try him 
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agam m his absence and without notiGe to the defendant or 
his counsel. There is no fact in the record and no proper con-
clusion to be drawn from any fact in the record to justify this 
position. 
The facts supported by the record are, that the Acting 
Police Justice did .try the case of the City of Roanoke against 
Malouf on .September 25th; that the charge was for a violation 
of a City OrdinanGe; that a judgment .of conviction was pro-
nounced and from the judgment on that charge the defendant 
appealed. After the .proceedings in the Hustings Court on Oc-
tober 6th, when it was called .to the attention of the Acting 
Police Justice that he ·had certified the wrong .appea:l to the 
upper court, he then proceeded to certify to this Court the 
identical appeal which the defendant had taken on September 
25th. The certification of this appeal could not by any 
stretch of the imagination be considered .any part of another 
trial involving the exercise of any judicial discretion, but was 
purely a ministerial act on the part of the Police Justice. Until 
this .appeal was ·Certified to the Hustings Court it remained in 
the Police Court. We are thus confronted with the situation 
of a defendant :complaining on October 6th, that the Police 
Justice had not certified to the intermediate court the appeal 
which he duly noted and then complaining on Novernher Qth 
because the Police Justice had done the very thing about which 
he complained on October 6th. 
page 105] It is true that the defendant's appeal was delayed. 
It should have been certified to the Hustings Court 
in time for trial at the October Term. The fact that it was 
later transmitted to the Clerk and placed on the docket for 
trial at the November Term has in no way deprived the defend-
ant of any substantial right nor ·in any wise worked to his pre-
judice. He has exercised his right of appeal and that right has 
been both accorded to him and respected. 
In his plea ef autrefois acquit the defendant takes the po-
sition that he was .acquitted in Police Court on the charge of 
violating the City Ordinance when he was tried on September 
25, 1939. Reverting again to the realm of anomaly we find 
him contending on October 6th, in this Court that he was 
convicted in Police Court on that charge and that another 
charge had been substituted after his conviction and after he 
had noted his appeal. The records of the Police Court sup-
ported him in his contention o-f October 6th, and this Court 
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sustained his motion to dismiss as hereinabove set out. The 
best and only acceptable evidence of what happened is the re-
cord itself. In the case of Peak v. Commonwealth, 1 71 Va. 
5 3 5, our Supreme Court of Appeals, speaking thru Mr. Justice 
Spratley, said: 
"The warrant in this case, with the endorsement of 
the judgment thereon, and the appeal bond cc•~stitute 
the entire record, and the only record, of the trial in 
the police court. Virginia Code I 93 6, sections 3 I 06 
and 4989: Eddy v. Commonwealth 119 Va. 873, 89 
S. E. 899." 
In the instant case the warrant on its face shows that the 
defendant was charged with violating the City Ordinance and 
the judgment shows that he was convicted on that charge. 
The record and all of the evidence introduced in 
page r 06] support of the record shows beyond peradventure 
of doubt· that the defendant appealed from this 
conviction and none ·other. His plea of autrefois acquit there-
fore does not lie. 
The case of Ex Parte Hazel Smith, 1 24 Va. 79 1, and Seay 
v. Commonwealth, 15 5 Va. 1087 are cited by counsel for the 
defendant in support of the proposition that when a magistrate 
or police justice allows an appeal. then his jurisdiction over 
the case immediately ceir·es. That these cases are authority for 
this proposition is perfectly clear. · 
The Seay case (wpra) defines the duty of a justice of 
the peace under Sec. 4987. When the right of appeal is exer-
cised at the time of the judgment the magistrate has no further 
authority over the case except to admit to bail. It is· then his 
mandatory duty to file- the warrant and all. other papers with 
the Clerk of the Court to which the appeal lies. He has no 
right to hold a judgment of conviction in abeyance or to alter 
or modify the judgment or to accept. the payment of a fine or 
to suspend a jail sentence. I-[s judicial authority terminates 
when the right of appeal is exercised. There is nothing -left 
for bim to do except to perform the ministerial act of com-
plying with the mandatory provis:ons of the statute by certi-
1 ymg all p~pcrs witlJ the appeal noted to the Clerk of the Court 
having appellate jurisd1ction. If he fails to comply w~th the 
mandatory provisions of the statute, does this oust the appcl-
iate court of jurisdici:ion or deprive the accu[ed of his right to a 
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trial of his case on appeal? Clearly not. At the instance of 
the defense or the prosecution a writ of mandamus would lie 
to compel the certification of the appeal to the appellate court. 
The fact that the police justice is dilatory in the 
page 107] performance of his ministerial duties does not in 
any wise vitiate the appeal or deprive the appellate 
court of the right and duty to try the appeal after it has been 
filed with the clerk of that court. 
In the Hazel Smith case (supra) the magistrate under 
took to change his judgment after it became final. This he 
had no lawful right to do. In the Seay case (supra) the mag-
istrate permitted the defendant to pay a fine after an appeal had 
been noted but before the appeal had been certified to the ap-
plellate court. The court held that this act was clearly ultra 
vires and void. 
The instant case is clearly distinguishable in that no ju-
dicial act was performed by the Police Justice after the appeal 
had been noted. The wrong appeal was certified in one in-
stance and the correct appeal was later filed with . the Clerk and 
tried in the Appellate Court. 
The case of Peak v. Commonwealth, 171 Va. 5 35, is also 
relied on by the defendant in support of his motion to set aside 
the verdict of the jury. The record on appeal to the Corpora-
tion Court disclosed that Peak had been acquitted by the po-
lice justice. · Notwithstanding this judgment of acquittal he 
was sentenced to the service of a jail sentence and the payment 
of a fine. The Corporation Court of the City of Bristol pro-
ceeded to try Peak on the theory that the· police justice in 
transcribing the judgment had inadvertently used the word 
"dismissed" instead of "convicted". The Supreme Court of 
Appeals in reversing a conviction, held that inasmuch as the 
record disclosed that Peak had been tried and acquitted by the 
Police Court, a court of competent jurisdiction. 
page 108] with an appeal duly taken from that portion of 
the judgment which undertook to predicate pun-
ishment upon a judgment of acquittal, he "should be dismissed 
from further prosecution under the warrant, because it appears 
from the record that he has been heretofore acquitted." (Ital-
ics supplied.) In discussing the power of the police justice 
over his judgment, the court has this to say: 
"Even though he made such error, he could not correct 
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it after his judgment became final, or after it was cer-
tified to the Corporation Court. Nor could the Cor-
poration Court substitute the word 'convicted' for the 
word 'dismissed' upon transfer to that court." 
In the instant case, there has been no attempt to correct 
any record in the case of the City of Roanoke v. Malouf. The 
record shows that Malouf was tried and convicted by the Po-
lice Justice on a charge of violating a City Ordinance; that he 
exercised his right of appeal from that conviction on that 
charge and that appeal after unreasonable and inexcusable de-
lay has been transmitted to this Court. Again following the 
rule emphasized in the Peak case, the only record before this 
Court is the warrant with the endorsement of the judgment 
thereon showing conclusively that Malouf was tried and con-
victed in Police Court on September 25, I 939, on a charge of 
violating the City Ordinance. 
If the Polic_e Court for the City of Roanoke would fol-
low the plain and mandatory provisions of Section 4989 of the 
Code of 193 6, and the clear and implicit construction placed 
thereon by the Supreme Court of Appeals in the case of Seay 
v. Commonwealth, 155 Va. 1087, as well as the rule laid down 
in Eddy v. Commonwealth, 119 Va. 873, the car-
page I 09] ,relation of Section 27 of the City Charter with 
Section 4987-f of the Code of 1936, defining the 
jurisdiction of trial ju tices, then the constant. tiresome and 
burdensome confusion which prevails in the handling of mis-
demeanor appeals in the Hustings Court would be brought to 
a happy and constructi-.Je end. Many vexing and time-wast-
ing problems and unne.:essary wrangling could be avoided. 
The law is perfectly clear tbat the police justice has no right 
to try and convict an individual for an offense against the City 
and then certify an appeal for an offense against the Common-
wealth or· vice versa. The way to avoid this is so simple that 
I hesitate to make the s~ggestion. Look at the charge on which 
the individual has been convicted and from which he has taken 
his appeal and then prepare the appeal warrant. 
T~1e law is equally clear that when an appeal is noted the 
i:olice justice loses all jurisdiction over the case except to admit 
bail if neces:;ary and accept the paym·ent of fines and cost within 
ten days if any defendant decides to withdraw an appeal which 
he Las noted. and at all events to forth,vith transmit the papers 
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to. the appellate court as soon as the ten days have expired. 
After an appeal is noted he has· no right to hold the papers 
in his· office for any purpose longer than ten days. His juris-
diction is gone and the jurisdiction of the appellate court has 
attached. He cannot then lawfully change his decision by re-
ducing or enlarging it. suspend a sentence or accept the payment 
of a fine. If he fails to discharge his ministerial duties in these 
respects mandamus would lie at the instance of the 
page 11 o] proper party. So fundamentally necessary is com-
pliance with the law in this respect to a proper· ad-
ministration of justice that I quote at length from the leading 
case of Seay v. Commonwealth (supra). In an able opin-
ion by Mr. Chief Justice Campbell, the Court said: 
" ( 1) Section 4987 of the Code confers upon the 
justices of the peace concurrent jurisdiction with the cir-
cuit Courts of the counties in all misdemeanor cases oc-
curring within their jurisdiction. A defendant who has 
been convicted upon a warrant tried by a justice of the 
peace has the right of appeal to the circuit court pursuant 
to the provision of Section 4989, provided the appeal is 
applied for at any time within ten days from such con-
viction. When the right of appeal is exercised at the 
time of the judgment, as was done in the case at bar, the 
defendant is entitled to bail. It then becomes the mand-
atory duty of the justice of the peace to forthwith return 
and file the warrant and all other papers with the clerk 
of the court having appellate jurisdiction of the case. 
" ( 2-5) · The main contention of the accused is that 
until the appeal is placed upon the court docket by the 
clerk thereof the trial justice has absolute dominion over 
the proceedings and may with the satisfaction of the 
judgment by the accused dismiss the same. The conten-
tion is not well founded. Under our system of criminal 
jurisprudence a justice of the peace is clothed with such 
powers only as are conferred upon him by statute. 
There is no statutory provision providing for a new trial 
'to be had before a justice of the peace in a criminal case, 
nor is there any warrant of law authorizing him to hold 
in abeyance the judgment of conviction. When judg-
ment of conviction has been pronounced the only prerog-
ative a justice of the peace can lawfully exercise is to ad-
mit the accused to bail. if applied for immediately. or 
grant bail if subsequently applied for within ten days. 
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or carry into execution the judgment. A magistrate's 
court is not a court of record, hence the mandatory pro-
vision of the statute that all papers shall be forthwith 
returned and filed with the clerk of the court vested with 
concurrent jurisdiction. When this act has been per-
formed by the justice of the peace his jurisdiction is at an 
end and any further act committed in connection with 
the judgment is ultra vires and void. Ex parte Hazel 
Smith, I 24, Va. 79 1. 9 8 S. E. 1 o. The appeal is then 
perfected, and its is the duty of the clerk, pursu-
page 1 1 1] ant to section 6 244. to docket the case. 
"(6-7) We will now consider the contention 
that the right of appeal is a personal one and that the 
accused could satisfy the judgment and dismiss the ap-
peal afterwards. even though the same had been per-
fected in the magistrate's court. Our conclusion is that 
he had no such right. When one convicted of a crim-
inal offense by a justice of the peace elects to appeal 
from the judgment, then ipso facto jurisdiction is con-
ferred upon the court appealed to, and the Common-
wealth is then as much a party to the transaction as it 
was in the proceedings before the justice of the peace, 
and the court - not the accused - is vested with the 
power of dismissal. Having acquired jurisdiction by 
the election of the accused to exercise his right of ap-
peal. the case is on the docket of the court and is to be 
tried de novo. 
"In State v. Brewer. 98 N. C. 607, 61 5. 3 S. E. 8 19. 
820, defendants asked leave to withdraw their appeal. 
which motion was opposed by the Attorney-General. 
The court held that accused could not withdraw their 
appeal as a matter of right, saying: 
'The appellants having brought their appeal to 
this court. the latter has jurisdiction thereof for all 
proper purposes. and may. in the exercise of a sound 
discretion. grant or refuse their motion. The court 
will ordinarily, with the assent of the Attorney-Gen-
eral, grant such a motion, but it will not when he 
opposes it, unless just and reasonable cause be shown 
wliy it should not be a11owed.' 
"In 1 7 C. J. 19 1, the rule is thus stated: 
·1n some jurisd:ct.ons the view is taken that the 
right oi" appeJl is a personal one. and that defendant 
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in a criminal case was waive the same and dismiss the 
appeal. However, the rule in most jurisdictions 
seems to be that defendant is not entitled to withdraw 
the appeal as a matter of right, and that the question 
of withdrawal is largely within the discretion of the 
Court, except perhaps in cases where the consent of 
the adverse party is obtained.' " 
The only limitation placed upon the principles enunciated 
in the Seay case (supra) as far as the Police Justice for the 
City of Roanoke is concerned, is to be found in Section 2 7 of 
the City Charter, the appropriate provision of which reads: 
''In criminal cases, he shall possess all the jurisdic-
tion and exercise all the power and authority confer-
red by law upon a trial justice, and except where it is 
otherwise specifically provided by law shall have 
page 1 1 2] exclusive original jurisdiction for the trial of all 
misdemeanor cases occurring within the corporate 
limits of the City." · 
Section 4987-f - defining the jurisdiction of a trial 
justice - provides: 
"Trial justice shall have power to accept fines and 
fees within ten days if any defendant decides to with-
draw an appeal which has been noted." 
To this extent and this extent alone, the forthwith pro-
visions of Sec. 4989 of the Code of I 93 6, as amended, have 
been modified. With the expiration of the 10-day period from 
the date of the judgment the police justice has no power over 
the case except to certify the appeal to the appellate court if 
one has been taken within that time. 
With reference to the proceedings antedating the trial of 
the appeal in this Court on November 9, 193 9, I am of the 
opinion that no substantial right of the defendant, Malouf, 
has been violated to his prejudice. He has had one and only 
one trial in Police Court, viz., for violating the City Ordinance 
in question, convicted, and from which conviction he has pros-
ecuted his appeal. 
Turning now to the trial of the appeal warrant in this 
case on November 9, 193 9. the Court in the examination of 
the jury on voir dire asked the following question: 
"Has any juror, have any of you gentlemen on this 
jury, within a period ·of one year, purchased, bought, 
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sold, exhibited and been concerned in exhibiting or 
keeping a baseball pool or tip board tickets for the pur-
pose of a lottery. Have any of you? 
"By Jurors: (Collectively) No, sir. 
"By the Court: None of you gentlemen have. All-
right. Can and will you give to both the City of 
page 113] Roanoke and the defendant a fair and impartial 
trial, basing your verdict on the law and the evi-
dence? 
''By the jurors: (collectively) : Yes, sir.'' 
The defendant by counsel took exception to the Court's 
propounding this question to the jurors on the voir dire exam-
ination. 
Counsel seem to take the position that the propounding 
of this question to the jury by the Court is tantamount to a 
suggestion that lotteries of the nature under investigation do, 
in fact, exist in the City of Roanoke. While no juror stood 
aside as a result of the question and answer thereto, counsel for 
the defendant assert the further view that even though had one 
or more of the prospective jurors answered in the· affirmative 
that such would not have been sufficient to disqualify the juror 
or jurors from sitting in judgment as triers of fact in the in-
stant case. 
In answer to the first proposition it is a matter of com-
mon knowledge that su:h lotteries do exist. Reports of num-
erous convictions with the names of the persons and places 
involved has been disseminated to the general public through 
the columns of the local press. The operation of these lot-
teries in Roanoke is as notorious as it is deplorable. The fact 
that the local Police Department has demonstrated its impo-
tence to deal with them and that it has been necessary to im-
port officers from a neighboring city to operate as undercover 
agents in an effort to apprehend and bring to justice those of-
fending against the law pertaining to gambling is widely and 
generally known throughout the City. Vigorous attacks 
against th;s species of law violation have been launched from 
the pulpits of some of the most prominent and influential 
churches in the City. Consequently it may be 
l)age 1 14] safely stated. that, any citizen with sufficient men-
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tality to qualify him for jury service has know-
ledge of the prevalence of this condition. 
Furthermore I hold to the view that a judge of a court 
of record, in the absence of express statutory limitation, has suf-
ficient inherent administrative power, to be exercised within 
the bounds of a reasonable discretion, to search the conscience 
of a prospective juror who is called to sit in judgment upon is-
sues of fact involving the welfare and rights both of society 
and the individual to be tried. To hold otherwise would make 
of a cirminal trial a farcial comedy destructive of every decent 
and rational conception of a proper administration of justice. 
Shall a court in Virginia be called upon to conduct the trial 
of an individual charged with the operation of a lottery with 
a jury.composed of one or more individuals who likewise con-
duct or aid and abet others in the conduct of a similar illegal 
business? Until there has been a deliverance to the contrary 
by our court of last resort, this Court shall continue to answer 
this proposition in the negative. 
The question propounded to the jury on the voir dire 
examination does not suggest to them that lotteries of the kind 
under investigation exist in the City of Roanoke. It merely 
seeks to elicit from them information as to whether or not 
any of them have been engaged in or concerned with the opera-
tion of such a lottery for the purpose of testing their compe-
tence. 
In the instant case all jurors answered in the negative, 
but had several stood aside, as is sometimes the case, and there 
remained the requisite number of qualified jurors 
page 115] after both sides had exercised their rights of chal-
lenge, it would seem clear that no right of the ac-
cused would have been violated to his prejudice. This record 
shows that none of them had formed or expressed an opinion 
relative to the guilt or innocence of the accused and that they 
would and could give to both the City of Roanoke and the 
defendant a fair and impartial trial basing their verdict on the 
law and the evidence. 
A juror, called for service on the trial of an alleged boot-
legger, who is himself a bootlegger; or for the trial of the op-
erator of a house of ill fame, who himself is such an operator: 
or for the trial of an alleged offender against the laws pertain-
ing to the operation of lotteries, who, himself, is engaged in a 
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similar business does not, and cannot, as a matter of law, stand 
indifferent to the cause so as to render him qualified to sit as 
a juror in such a case. The court, ex mero motu, has the 
right to order him to stand aside when this develops on voir 
dire examination conducted by the court or by · counsel on 
either side. 
While it would have been manifestly imporper and pre-
judicial to the defendant for the Court to have asked the jury 
on voir dire examination if any of the prospective trial jurors 
had been associated with the defendant in the conduct of a lot-
tery or had purchased lottery tickets from the defendant, yet 
if the Court was satisfied that such was the case I do not see 
how there could be any question as to the power. right and 
duty of the Court to order such juror, and, if necessary, the 
entire jury to stand aside. If this were not true then the pre-
vailing conception of a "fair and impartial trial" 
page 1 16] for both the prosecution and the defense in a crimi-
nal case falls far short of even approximating the 
thinnest legal fiction and the administration of justice wou]d 
rapidly become a disgusting and nauseating farce. 
The decided cases clearly require the trial court to follow 
and comply with the ~tatutory provisions regulating the sum-
moning and empanelling of juries but the exercise of a reason-
abel discretion in ascretaining and passing upon the qualifica-
tions of a juror to sit in a particular case after he has been 
summoned and empandled for that purpose in an entirely dif-
ferent matter. 
With reference to the power of the Court. hereinabove 
discussed, the following statement of the law from 3 5 Corpus 
Juris. page 3 60, seems pertinent: 
"It is well settled that the court may of its own mo-
tion reject or discharge from the panel a juror who is 
disqualified, or unfit. or incompetent to serve as such. 
although not challenged or objected to by either party; 
although both parties waive a challenge for cause; after 
overruling a challenge for cause; or even over a party's 
objection; and may. for this purpose, of it:-; own motion 
and without the suggestion of either party, examine the 
jurors on oath as to their qualifications. The fact that 
a party has exhausted his peremptory challenges does 
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not affect the power of the court to discharge a Juror 
who is disqualified. 
"In some jurisdictions it is held that. there is no duty 
on the court of its own motion to discharge a juror 
whose examination shows him subject to challenge for 
cause. In others if, for any reason the trial court is 
of the opinion, or even suspects, that any given juror 
is not fair and impartial or is otherwise disqualified, it 
is not only the right, but it is also the duty, of the court 
to reject such juror." 
The Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia in 
page 117] the case of Slade v. Commonwealth, 155 Va. 
1107, speaking through Mr. Justice Gregory, had 
this to say: 
"It is the duty of the trial court through the legal 
machinery provided for that purpose to procure an im-
partial jury to try every case. A juror who is influ-
enced by his bias or prejudice or who has a fixed opin-
ion about the case is not a competent juror. The issue 
of who is, or is not a competent juror is one for the 
trial court to decide, and in making its decision the 
court may exercise a reasonable discretion. Ordinar-
ily. if that discretion has not been abused the trial 
court's decision on that matter is final * * *. 
"The finding of a trial court that a juror is compe-
tent after an examination on his voir dire ought not to 
be set aside unless it is plainly manifest that an error has 
been committed. The candor, interest, fairness, pre-
judice, and bias of a juror are elements for the consider-
ation of the trial judge in determining a juror's compe-
tency, and only when the juror's examination shows 
conclusively that he has a disqualifying opinion should 
the appellate court reverse the decision of t~e trial 
court.'' 
In Seymour v. Commonwealth, 133 Va. 775. our court 
held: 
"This question is settled by the case of Fishburne v. 
Commonwealth, 103 Va. 1023, 50 S.E. 443, where it 
is held that it is not error that a competent juror was 
excluded from the panel. It is altogether different when 
an incompetent juror is accepted, because an accused 
person is entitled to a fair jury, but if he get a fair jury 
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he has no right to complain that other fair jurors were 
not sworn to try his case. Clore v. Commonwealth, 8 
Gratt (49 Va.) 612." 
It is my opinion, therefore, that the question propounded 
b.y the Court did not in any wise deprive the accused of any 
nght or serve to prejudice him in receiving a fair and impartial 
trial at the hands of a competent jury. 
The only other exception taken that appears to merit 
consideration is to the refusal of the Trial Court to give for 
the defendant an instruction on circumstantial evidence. 
The record discloses that the Court stated that 
page I I 8] it would not give an instruction on circumstantial 
evidence and that no instruction, proper or other-
wise, was ever tendered to the Court by counsel for the de-
fendant. 
The testimony in this case was direct that the defendant 
had in his possession and on his person baseball pool tickets: 
that in order to avoid detection he secreted some of these tick-
ets on his person; that he denied to the officers that he had hid-
den these tickets from common observation; that the hidden 
tickets were recovered by the officers: that a number of such 
tickets were found on·· his person after he had been brought to 
headquarters; that nun, hers corresponding to the num hers on 
the tickets were found in his place of business at the time 
of his arrest; that these n um hers had been transcribed in pen-
cil on the backs of blank bank checks and that the tickets and 
other paraphernalia fou:id were baseball pool tickets: that some 
had been used and some not med, and that all of them were evi-
dence of chance o.r chances in a lottery. Furthermore it is a 
mater of common knowledge that a baseball pool is a lottery 
and that such tickets are for no other use or purpose save to 
represent a chance in a lottery. Under this state of facts the 
Court took the view that an instruction of circumstantial evi-
dence was not only improper but would !;erve to mislead and 
confuse the jury. An instruction, the purport of which is 
to guide the jury in its reception and application of circumstan-
tial evidence, is never proper in a non-circumstantial case. 
For. the reasons bereinabove stated. I am of the opinion 
that the grounds assigned by counsel as the basis 
;age 1 1 9] of setting aside the verdict of the jury are not well 
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taken: that the defendant had a fair and impartial 
trial on the merits, and that the evidence is amply sufficient to 
support the verdict of the jury. The motion will therefore 
be overruled. 
J. L. ALMOND, JR .. 
Judge of the Hustings Court. 
E 
Dated: April 29, 1940. 
VIRGINIA: 
page 1 20] At a Hustings Court continued and held in and 
for the City of Roanoke at the Courthouse thereof 
on the 9th day of November, 1939. 
This day came the Attorney for the Commonwealth of 
Virginia and the defendant, Joe Malouf, in person and by his 
attorney, and thereupon the defendant' by counsel, moved the 
Court for leave to file a written plea of former jeopardy, autre 
fois acquit, which plea, after hearing the argument of Counsel. 
the Court rejected. 
Thereupon the defendant plead not guilty to the charge 
of keeping and exhibiting and being concerned in the operation 
of a baseball pool or baseball lottery alleged against him in the 
warrant and for his trial puts himself upon the country. 
Thereupon came a jury of seven ( 7) persons and the 
plaintiff and defendant having struck off one of said jurors, the 
remaining five ( 5) to-wit: W. A. Ballentine, Preston H. 
Conduff. W. Bentley Friend. E. Raymond Hall and D. Frank 
Crim were sworn the truth to speak upon the issue joined and 
having fully heard the evidence, received the instructions of 
the Court and heard the argument of counsel retired into their 
room to consider of their verdict and after some time returned 
into Court the following verdict, viz: 
"We the jury find the defendent, Joe Malouf. guilty 
of posessssion of Baseball Lottery tickets for sale, and 
fix his punishment at one hundred dollars fine 
( $ 1 00.00) and thirty days in jail. 
D. F. Crim, Foreman of the Jury." 
and the jury were discharged. 
page 1 2 r] Thereupon the defendant, by counsel, moved 
the Court to set aside the verdict of the jury on 
the grounds that the same was contrary to the law and the evi-
dence, because of misdirection by the Court to the jury and 
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upon other grounds formerly assigned, which motion the Court 
takes time to consider and said motion is ordered docketed and 
continued. 
And at another day to-wit: On the 4th of March I 940 
the following order was entered: 
Whereas, the defendant, Joe Malouf was convicted in 
this court,· of the offense of possessing baseball tickets in a lot-
tery contrary to Section 8. Chapter 68, City Ordinance, on 
November 9th, 193 9. 
Whereas, immediately thereafter, a motion to set aside 
the verdict was made and docketed with the Clerk of said 
Court, and the motion was continued from term to term on 
motion of the defendant. 
Now, therefore, it is hereby ordered that this motion be 
· set for hearing on the 26th day of March 1 940, at Io o'clock 
A. M. in the court room of said Court, and that the brief of 
the defendant be filed in the Clerk's Office by the 18th of 
March, 1940. and that the reply of the Commonwealth At-
torney be filed not later than the 23rd of March. 1940. 
And at another day to-wit: On the 14th day of 
page 122] March 1940 the following order was entered: 
This day came Joe Malouf. by counsel. asking 
leave to file his brief h2rein. 
Whereupon. it is ordered that said brief be, and the same 
is hereby filed. 
And at another day to-wit: On the 2nd day of May. 
1940 the following order was entered: 
This day came the Attorney for the Commonwealth of 
Virginia and the defendant, Joe Malouf. by his attorney, and 
the Court having maturely considered the motion of the de-
fendant to set aside the verdict of the jury rendered in this case 
on the 9th day of November. 193 9, doth overrule the said 
motion. 
It is therefore considered by the Court that the said Joe 
Malouf be fined the sum of $ 1 00.00 and that he be confined in 
the jail of the City of Roanoke. Virginia, for the term of 
thirty ( 3 o) days, the punishment by the jury in their verdict 
ascertained. and it is ordered that the City of Roanoke, Vir-
ginia, do have and recover of the said Joe MJlouf the said sum 
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of $ 1 oo. oo fine and all of its c~sts in this behalf expended, to 
which action of the Court in overruling said motion and pro-
nouncing judgment against him the defendant, by counsel, then 
and there excepted, and the defendant signifying his intention 
of applying to the Supreme Cour.t of Appeals of 
page 123] the State of Virginia for a writ of error and super-
sedeas to the judgment of the Court execution on 
the above sentence is hereby suspended for the period of sixty 
days from this date to enable the defendant to prepare and file 
his bills of exceptions, upon the defendant executing a bond 
with good security in the penalty of $500.00 conditioned ac-
cording to law. 
And at another day to-wit: On the 3rd day of May, 
1940 the following order was entered: 
. . 
This day came the City of Roanoke by its attorneys and 
moved that the written opinion rendered by the Court be 
made a part of the record in this case. 
And it appearing that the defendant has this day tendered 
notice of his intention to appeal, it is ordered that the written 
opinion of the Court be, and it hereby is, made a part of the 
record in this case. 
And at anqther day to-wit: on the 9th day of 
page 1 24] August, 1940, the following order was entered. 
This day came the defendant by his attorneys 
and likewise came the City of Roanoke by its attorney, and it 
appearing to the court that a copy of the transcript of the 
record in this cause, certified by this court for the purpose of 
appeal, has been lost or misplaced. 
Upon motion of the defendant by his attorneys, and upon 
mqtion of the City of Roanoke by its attorney, it is ordered 
that the Clerk of this Court do certify the original copy of 
said record to the Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia, and 
that it is not necessary and said Clerk shall not be required to 
make or retain a copy of said transcript of the record in his 
office.· 
Endorsement found on back: Enter J.L.A.Jr. 
Aug. 9, 1940 
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CLERK'S CERTIFICATE 
page 125] State of Virginia: 
City of Roanoke: 
99 
I. R. J. WATSON, Clerk of the Hustings Court of the 
City of Roanoke, Virginia, do hereby certify that the foregoing 
is a true and correct transcript of the record in the case of 
CITY OF ROANOKE, against JOE MALOUF, lately de-
termined by said Court, and further the transcript of evidence, 
is the original transcript and not a copy, which original tran-
script was placed in th~ transcript of record by order of the 
said Hustings Court. I further certify that notice of the ap-
plication for this transcript has been duly given to the Attor-
ney for the Commonwealth for the City of Roanoke, as re-
quired by law. 
Given under my hand this the 23rd day of August, 1 940. 
R. J. WATSON, 
A Copy Teste: 
Clerk. 
J.M. KELLY, 
Deputy Clerk. 
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